from_user

MrStaubSTEM

text
time
Welcome to #edtechchat ! Please introduce yourself and where you’re
joining us from!
5/13/2013 20:00:01
Thanks for the support @iplante @katrinastevens1 …as usual, the whole
team is chiming in as they can #edtechchat
5/13/2013 20:00:10
RT @thomascmurray: Welcome to #edtechchat ! Please introduce
yourself and where you’re joining us from!
5/13/2013 20:00:15
Justin Staub, Social Studies teacher from PA.. Chatting via iPad during the
bedtime routine. Fully involved in about 15 min. #edtechchat
5/13/2013 20:00:39

TechTeacherT

Tara, TIS from DC, checking in #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:00:41

principal64

5/13/2013 20:00:52

ajpodchaski

Chris, elementary principal in Maryland #edtechchat
@s_bearden @iplante @ryanhorne0076 @MrCsays @KatrinaStevens1
Not sure yet:) #edtechchat

thomascmurray

@MrStaubSTEM - Thanks for joining us Justin!! #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:00:53

MyersTeach

#edtechchat Dan Myers from suburbs of Philadelphia

5/13/2013 20:00:53

megcurlteach

Meg from St. Paul, MN #edtechchat
Hi #edtechchat! Susan Bearden, DIrector of IT, Holy Trinity Episcopal
Academy, Melbourne, FL

5/13/2013 20:00:57

Michelle, 5th grade teacher, Ohio #edtechchat
Welcome all! Alex - Tech Director at @OakKnollSHC and co-founder of
#edtechchat - Looking forward to a great topic

5/13/2013 20:01:01

5/13/2013 20:01:02

iplante

Steve from New York City representing LAGCC and NuSkool #edtechchat
Evening #edtechchat Sharon, Director of Tech @EHSSouthport in CT cofounder of #edtechchat

nathan_stevens

Nathan floating around the twittersphere near Raleigh, NC #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:01:06

thomascmurray

@MyersTeach - Great to have you here neighbor! #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:01:10

garnet_hillman

5/13/2013 20:01:23

MrCsays

Garnet, HS Spanish from IL, good evening! #edtechchat
Tim - IT coordinator, lead learner and educator from Green Brook, NJ.
Love this group! #edtechchat

ElmerAvellaneda

Mr. A... Corsicana High School AP, Corsicana, Tx #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:01:27

aimeegbartis

Aimee Bartis, Middle School Tech Specialist, Texas #edtechchat
#edtechchat Evening all. William from Tech Stories looking at ways to help
bring Tech to life in education

5/13/2013 20:01:29

@TechTeacherT Hi Tara, thanks for joining us! #edtechchat
@thomascmurray Gena, Computer Repair Tech from Weatherford ISD, Tx.
#edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:01:35

Hi All - Lisa from Pittsburgh, PA #edtechchat
#edtechchat Jonathan from Maine where I'm at Cape Elizabeth High
School at the Tech Integrator.

5/13/2013 20:01:48

5/13/2013 20:01:54

ryanhorne0076

Asma, Instructional Coach IL #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski @s_bearden @iplante @MrCsays @KatrinaStevens1 How
bout getting to create the 1st question for next week's chat? #edtechchat

iplante

@EdTech_Stories So glad to have you with us on #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:01:56

launchpadtoys

@hannahclemmons here from San Francisco! #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:01:57

amyshort2

Amy Short, Director of Libraries for Boston Public Schools #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:02:00

SrtaLisa

5/13/2013 20:02:05

Randy_Matusky

Good evening #edtechchat, Lisa from Hershey, PA
Hi everyone, I'm Randy from Montreal, Quebec. Excited for my 1st
#edtechchat

s_bearden

@NuSkoolOfficial Hi Steve! Welcome! #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:02:09

iplante

5/13/2013 20:02:21

yaujauku

@amyshort2 Welcome back Amy #edtechchat
Rebecca from Boyne City, MI. 4th grade teacher. First time for
#edtechchat.:)
Hello all! I'm Ku, 3rd grade, Venezuela. Can't believe how fast this year is
flying by already. #cdnedchat #edtechchat

s_bearden

@gpworden @thomascmurray Welcome back, Gena! #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:02:36

KatePeila

Kate Peila from Montana- primary teacher and tech enthusiast #edtechchat
Hello #edtechchat! Cathy Koos, Head of Lower School at Holy Trinity in
Melbourne, FL.
Happy Monday #edtechchat from rainy Seattle. Caroline from
@Getting_Smart here!

5/13/2013 20:02:36

@Randy_Matusky So glad you are joining us Randy #edtechchat
RT @iplante: Evening #edtechchat Sharon, Director of Tech
@EHSSouthport in CT co-founder of #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:02:44

5/13/2013 20:02:52

ajpodchaski

Molly checking in from the Milwaukee area. #edtechchat
@Randy_Matusky Welcome and thanks for joining!
#edtechchat

thomascmurray

@ckoos1 - Hey Cathy! Thanks for being here tonight! #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:02:55

thomascmurray
ajpodchaski
iplante

s_bearden
stmbaker
ajpodchaski
NuSkoolOfficial

EdTech_Stories
s_bearden
gpworden
Learn21Tech
MaineSchoolTech
aa_ic

RebeccaWildman

ckoos1
cvanderark
iplante
BrentMColley
msstreicher
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5/13/2013 20:01:01

5/13/2013 20:01:01
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5/13/2013 20:01:43

5/13/2013 20:01:49

5/13/2013 20:01:55

5/13/2013 20:02:09

5/13/2013 20:02:27
5/13/2013 20:02:28

5/13/2013 20:02:40
5/13/2013 20:02:42

5/13/2013 20:02:50

5/13/2013 20:02:53

KatrinaStevens1
TheAnswerPad

HI everyone! Katrina Stevens, Baltimore, edtech evangelist and comoderator of #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:03:00

Anna from The Answer Pad stopping by for a while #edtechchat
@iplante #edtechchat Why thank you, although may be an evening of
listening more than Tweeting...

5/13/2013 20:03:05

#edtechchat Pam from Philly burbs. 6th grade reading teacher
Rachel Frydlewicz Instructional Technology Specialist, Substitute Teacher
K-12, MS BCIT #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:03:12

5/13/2013 20:03:24

ajpodchaski

@ckoos1 Hello my friend :-) Thanks for stopping by #edtechchat!
@cvanderark @Getting_Smart Welcome Back! #edtechchat Glad to see
you again!

gpworden

@s_bearden @thomascmurray Always a pleasure to be here! #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:03:27

KatrinaStevens1

5/13/2013 20:03:39

blendedri

@TheAnswerPad Welcome to #edtechchat!
John Wolf, 7/8th math/science Highlander Charter, Providence, Induction
coach M.Ed. candidate at PC, final presentation tomorrow!#edtechchat

iplante

@EdTech_Stories nothing wrong with that! #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:03:43

s_bearden

@msstreicher Hi Molly! Thanks for joining us! #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:03:47

KatrinaStevens1

@msstreicher Welcome to #edtechchat!

5/13/2013 20:03:56

thomascmurray

@blendedri - Thanks for joining #edtechchat John!!
Q1: What does EFFECTIVE professional development look like?
#edtechchat
@ArtesePam Pam, where exactly? I'm in Downingtown, an hour west of
Philly. #edtechchat
RT @jdferries: G-Drive goes from 5gb to 15gb (takes G+ and Gmail along
for its storage ride). nice bonus for GAFE schools #edtechchat #byot…
Ryan here in Michigan looking forward to try and keep up wih all the great
tweets tonight! #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q1: What does EFFECTIVE professional
development look like? #edtechchat
@cvanderark @getting_smart Thanks for all of your support for
#edtechchat!

5/13/2013 20:03:57

5/13/2013 20:04:25

MrCsays

So great to see such fabulous edus joining us on #edtechchat
A1 - You guys all rock! You allow me to grow as a person and educator
and I can't thank you all enough. #edtechchat

KatrinaStevens1

@ckoos1 Welcome, Cathy, to #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:04:27

ajpodchaski

@blendedri welcome and good luck tomorrow #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q1: What does EFFECTIVE professional
development look like? #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:04:29

5/13/2013 20:04:36

thomascmurray

@cvanderark @Getting_Smart Welcome back, Caroline! #edtechchat
@cvanderark @getting_smart - Loving the blogs! Keep them coming!!
#edtechchat

RafranzDavis

Excited to be here tonight! Rafranz, HS math strategist, TX #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:04:49

NuSkoolOfficial

5/13/2013 20:04:51

ajpodchaski

@blendedri Good luck tomorrow! #edtechchat
Agreed! RT @thomascmurray: @cvanderark @getting_smart - Loving the
blogs! Keep them coming!! #edtechchat

MBMcAlexander

Melissa from CA. University bio and chem professor. #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:04:55

iplante

@ryanhorne0076 Welcome Ryan! #edtechchat
A1: Teachers having choice to professionally learn what they need/want to
improve learning #edtechchat
RT @MrCsays: A1 - You guys all rock! You allow me to grow as a person
and educator and I can't thank you all enough. #edtechchat
A1, differentiated for the needs of staff and developed to their interests
#edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:04:57

A1: Driven by the needs and interests of the participants. #edtechchat
@KatePeila Welcome Kate--my mom's from Montana, so I have a soft spot
for the big sky state #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:05:07

5/13/2013 20:05:15

KatrinaStevens1

Good luck @blendedri! Hope ur ready! #edtechchat
#edtechchat A1: NOT Sage on the Stage. I realized recently I was Sage on
the Staging PD about NOT being a Sage on the Stage. Do as I say...
A1- effective PD is well-planned and thorough supports for the required 1-3
years necessary to fully implement the idea. #edtechchat
A1: Relevant to T needs/interest, usable, increases S learning, not in that
order #edtechchat
A1 It's focused on curriculum or pedagogy... Not the tech--- tech is just the
tool #edtechchat
Giving teachers time to use tools in meaningful ways, along with classroom
applications #edtechchat
@thomascmurray A1 Effective PD is job-embedded, ongoing, chunked,
and immediately relevant. #edtechchat

iplante

#edtechchat team loves @MrCsays and his insight and support
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nathan_stevens

Q1: effective professional development leaves you excited, not drained
#edtechchat
A1: Effective professional development responds to real issues in the
classroom #edtechchat
@thomascmurray effective PD is about getting everyone involved in the
discussion with videos to explain ahead of time #edtechchat

s_bearden

@RafranzDavis Hi Rafranz! Welcome to #edtechchat!

5/13/2013 20:05:41

KatePeila

@KatrinaStevens1 It's lovely ;) #edtechchat
A1 effective PD is engaging and leaves you feeling inspired to action
#edtechchat
A1: EFFECTIVE professional development gets the material into the
classroom. #edtechchat
Effective PD should be effective, engaging, and relevant to what we're
doing in our classrooms. #edtechchat
#edtechchat Increasingly, for me, it is putting people up in front of the
group who are using what it is I want to introduce: e.g. Blogs
Susan Wells, admin Durham, NC, also ISTE SIGML pres, plug for ISTE
2013 &amp; Mobile Share donate ur mobile devices at conference,
#edtechchat
#edtechchat A1: It can't be one size fits all. Allow choice in how it is
delivered. Model authentic uses of tech.
A1: effective PD allows Ts to be in control, offers release time and
interdisciplinary collaboration to be possible #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q1: What does EFFECTIVE professional
development look like? #edtechchat
A1: It looks like staff using what they learned one year later, instead of
forgetting it he next day. #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:05:41

5/13/2013 20:05:57

s_bearden

#edtechchat A)1 Erm Twitter? And EdChats?
A1: BLOG: A Plea for PD Reform and 8 Steps to Make it Happen: http://t.
co/nnI0gUkdvX #edtechchat
+1 That! RT @iplante: #edtechchat team loves @MrCsays and his insight
and support

elanaleoni

Hi all - Excited to be here! #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:06:10

MrStaubSTEM

@jmaraldo You stole @thomascmurray line already! #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: @thomascmurray A1 Effective PD is jobembedded, ongoing, chunked, and immediately relevant. #edtechchat
RT @stmbaker: Effective PD should be effective, engaging, and relevant to
what we're doing in our classrooms. #edtechchat
Effective PD is individualized for the Ts. Just like how Ts individualize their
classrooms for Ss. #edtechchat
#edtechchat A1 First and foremost, PD must be relevant, reusable, valid
and progressive.
RT @EdTech_Stories: #edtechchat A)1 Erm Twitter? And EdChats?
#edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q1: What does EFFECTIVE professional
development look like? #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:06:13

EdTechChat Starts with a GREAT question!
#edtechchat We have no "stick" to encourage integration, so my PD is
often an Ad Campaign where I try to present VERY attractive carrots.
@thomascmurray A1: Relevant, engaging, collaborative. No staff is an
island. #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:06:23

@MBMcAlexander Welcome, Melissa! #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q1: What does EFFECTIVE professional
development look like? #edtechchat
Q1: effective PD gives teachers something they can do right away ACTIONABLE #edtechchat
RT @garnet_hillman: A1 effective PD is engaging and leaves you feeling
inspired to action #edtechchat
A1 - teacher driven PD, time to cooperatively learn with/from colleagues Dan from near Boston, HS Physics #edtechchat
@thomascmurray #edtechchat PD should reflect a great class.
Individualized, personalized and online.
RT @SherrilynnB: @thomascmurray #edtechchat PD should reflect a great
class. Individualized, personalized and online.
RT @aimeegbartis: Q1: effective PD gives teachers something they can do
right away - ACTIONABLE #edtechchat
A1: also is differentiated to needs of learners and JIT... Hopefully thru
coaching model #edtechchat
RT @ckoos1: #edtechchat A1: It can't be one size fits all. Allow choice in
how it is delivered. Model authentic uses of tech.
A1: Effective PD provides teachers with concrete strategies to engage
students and improve their practice #edtechchat
RT @aimeegbartis: Q1: effective professional development leaves you
excited, not drained #edtechchat
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garnet_hillman

A1 differentiated to meet everyone's needs #edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM Yes, effective PD is job-embedded, ongoing, chunked,
and immediately relevant. #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:07:11

5/13/2013 20:07:13

aimeegbartis

http://t.co/If5GU3Rbvh #edtechchat
A1: Effective PD allows teachers choice in what they want to focus on.
What they think will help make them stronger educators #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A1: BLOG: A Plea for PD Reform and 8 Steps to
Make it Happen: http://t.co/nnI0gUkdvX #edtechchat
#edtechchat A1: I'm trying to pull together a team of teachers to plan and
execute my PD so that we can be in small groups with peers
RT @garnet_hillman: A1 differentiated to meet everyone's needs
#edtechchat

ajpodchaski

@wellssusan Welcome Susan to #edtechchat!

5/13/2013 20:07:24

cassidyteach

Hello #edtechchat! Cassidy, resource room teacher from Monroe, MI :)
Q1: First word that comes to mind is "Edcamps" when thinking abt effective
PD. #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:07:27

Hands on activities and a chance to learn by doing #edtechchat
A1: effective PD makes sure every member of the district Ts, admins,
support staff continue to learn &amp; grow professionally #edtechchat
RT @hannahclemmons: RT @EdTech_Stories: #edtechchat A)1 Erm
Twitter? And EdChats? #edtechchat
@ryanhorne0076 Good metric of success--teachers are able to put what
they learn into practice. #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:07:32

@elanaleoni - Thanks for joining us #rockstar! Glad you're at #edtechchat!
A1: Effective PD requires Tt to be engaged. Allow practice, don't preach
#edtechchat
A1: it must be active not passive, and include examples and tasks that are
applicable to teacher’s classrooms. #edtechchat
PD should be more collaborative and less professional, include students
and teachers and admin together #edtechchat
Just had the best 2 days of #edtech PD http://t.co/q9TKHkQhkJ
#edtechchat #caisct

5/13/2013 20:07:52

A1: differentiated and collaborative #Edtechchat
RT @aimeegbartis: Q1: effective PD gives teachers something they can do
right away - ACTIONABLE #edtechchat
RT @jeffrase: Hands on activities and a chance to learn by doing
#edtechchat
@MaineSchoolTech PD using a coaching model works WAY better than
big workshops, which rarely ever work. #edtechchat
A1: Effective PD is sustained. Not a in one ear out the other. It's followed
up and actually used after the training. #edtechchat
edcamp pd that's well organized can be great &amp; effective PD. Selfselection is vital for success in this #edtechchat
RT Q1: What does EFFECTIVE professional development look like?
#edtechchat
A1 - Sharing! Being engaged and enthused about what is being taught.
#edtechchat
A1: Teachers teaching teachers!!! Empower the teachers to lead PD and
the results are incredible! #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:08:03

@cassidyteach Hi Cassidy! Welcome to #edtechchat!
RT @elanaleoni: Q1: First word that comes to mind is "Edcamps" when
thinking abt effective PD. #edtechchat
RT @elanaleoni: Q1: First word that comes to mind is "Edcamps" when
thinking abt effective PD. #edtechchat
Differentiated and teacher-driven. PD works when people own it.
#edtechchat
Much like our classroom, our PD needs to be differentiated to our needs.
There is no 1 size fits all for anyone in education. #edtechchat
A1 Effective PD speaks directly to my needs, is engaging and gives me
something to DO as well as think about after. #edtechchat
A1: Districts constantly preach that we must differentiate for kids, yet many
turn around and do the exact opposite for teachers #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:08:33

@cassidyteach Welcome Cassidy #edtechchat
We held any unconference using #edcamp format this year and many Ts
say its one of the best PD events they can remember #edtechchat
RT @dmsalthouse: A1: Teachers teaching teachers!!! Empower the
teachers to lead PD and the results are incredible! #Edtechchat
A1: Teachers tend to buy in when professional development is done by
respected colleagues #edtechchat
A1: Effective PD should capture teachers' minds and imaginations
#edtechchat
@thomascmurray A1 Effective PD is job-embedded, ongoing, chunked,
differentiated &amp; immediately relevant. #edtechchat
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#edtechchat A1) Is there enough PD which looks for ideas &amp; mentors
outside of Edu? Look at diversity of ppl that are invited to Google Talks
@elanaleoni Edcamps are huge, because participants all want to be there
and get to design own ideas and conversations. #edtechchat
@principal64 Exactly! Teachers have different areas needed for
professional growth. Lets not waste admins and teachers time.
#edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: @thomascmurray A1 Effective PD is jobembedded, ongoing, chunked, differentiated &amp; immediately relevant.
#edtechchat
#edtechchat hi! Tracey from CO but on WY for baseball! Glad to be w the
chat!
I like it! RT @jenniferklawler: A1: differentiated and collaborative
#Edtechchat
A1 I often get teachers to bring in lessons they like the most and match
apps to them, really connects tech to class #edtechchat
A1: Ts engaged and excited about their work, ready to implement new
plans in their classrooms, school and district #edtechchat
Effective PD is bout the outcomes a months later, not the day of the
training. #edtechchat
@ryanhorne0076 agree! And time allowed for reflection on how to apply in
T's own classroom #edtechchat
#edtechchat A1: shouldn't be a one time event; support &amp; follow up
needs to be ongoing for new practices to be adopted.
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Share, share, share. Get up and get involved! #edtechchat
Oh and it needs to be continuous. Not "swoop and poop" or "spray and
prey" :) #edtechchat
#edtechchat A1: I've also been using the SAMR http://t.co/N7M8IgrqAc
&amp; TPaCK http://t.co/yIc9P9bWXV models to frame our discussions
RT @elanaleoni: Q1: First word that comes to mind is "Edcamps" when
thinking abt effective PD. #edtechchat
A1: Balance the need for district-wide initiatives with allow staff to design
their own learning. Teacher voice matters. #edtechchat
@MyersTeach what is the thing I can get only the #edtechchat tweets.
Something .com?????
Janet from near Boston - HS tech integrator. A1 - agreed teacher driven
with lots of opportunity to collaborate #edtechchat
Great PD comes from Ed Leaders that develop support systems for proper
application #edtechchat
Effective PD provides teachers w/ autonomy/support and is
meaningful/applicable #edtechchat
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A1: I've also been using the SAMR
http://t.co/N7M8IgrqAc &amp; TPaCK http://t.co/yIc9P9bWXV models to
frame …
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@ryanhorne0076 what do you mean? #edtechchat
RT @NuSkoolOfficial: A1: Effective PD provides teachers with concrete
strategies to engage students and improve their practice #edtechchat
TRUTH. RT @NMHS_Principal: Effective PD provides teachers w/
autonomy/support and is meaningful/applicable #edtechchat
Awesome insight on PD. Now, take everything you just said, flip the setting,
and apply it to your classrooms with your students. #edtechchat
@elanaleoni Agreed. No "limited time offers". Follow up, revisit, encourage.
#edtechchat
A1: Effective PD is much like the content students want: engaging,
motivating and available just in time #edtechchat
PD that is differentiated, involves choice, engages teachers &amp; helps
them learn #edtechchat
A1 Walking away with a plan/vision &amp; people to collaborative w/ not
just a big binder that will only collect dust on the shelf #edtechchat
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@NMHS_Principal - Thanks for stopping in Eric! #edtechchat
Effective=Differentiation. Staff is a community yet needs and experience
quite different. #edtechchat
A1 - I always imagine people getting up, moving around, and sharing and
discussing. Somtimes an active audience learns best #edtechchat
A1 - MAKE me care. Teach me how my Ss can learn frm the tech, not the
tech itself #edtechchat
@elanaleoni @ajpodchaski #edtechchat Educators do seem to get excited
about these on "the other side of the pond" need more of these in UK
Q1 What does EFFECTIVE professional development look like?
#edtechchat
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@premediawine Thanks for joining #edtechchat, Tracey!
A1 Also, Effective PD has continuous and immediate impact on instruction.
#edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM Yes and I also love how everyone is the expert and
collaboration is key to how successful it'll be. #edtechchat
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#edtechchat A1: #edcamp We had an AMAZING #edcampme here at
Waynflete School with @plennig and her crew. The #1 TTT model I have
attended
#edtechchat A1 - It looks like something you see again outside of training
session or meeting room. If it's not in use fast it's gone 9/10.
RT @ryanhorne0076: Effective PD is bout the outcomes a months later,
not the day of the training. #edtechchat
A1: Effective PD = excitement &amp; synergy. About collaboration,
communication, creativity. Follow @WhySchoolMovie for example.
#edtechchat
A1: supports Ts growth by sharing innovations and resources to cultivate
an enriching learning experience for Ss #edtechchat
A1: In order for any PD to be effective, it must meet the needs of your
school and students #edtechchat
Treat students the way you want to be treated in PD. Otherwise, you are
hypocritical. #edtechchat
#edtechchat effective pd is when the Learners are doing more talking than
the instructors a1
RT @elanaleoni: Differentiated and teacher-driven. PD works when people
own it. #edtechchat
@aimeegbartis It's only effective if teachers implement what they learned.
Not effective if PD is forgotten the next day. #edtechchat
A1: Effective PD is MODELED by building admin. Practice what you
preach. Lead by example. #edtechchat
A1: Very excited for 1st district conference - recognizing the experts in
house instead of outsiders telling us how to do job #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: Effective PD provides teachers w/
autonomy/support and is meaningful/applicable #edtechchat
so true! “@ElmerAvellaneda: A1: Teachers tend to buy in when
professional development is done by respected colleagues #edtechchat”
@ryanhorne0076 @elanaleoni with the rate that tech changes, always
have to showing new features #edtechchat
Remember the last time you learned something for one hour and they were
asked to recall it years later? Yea, didn't think so #edtechchat
@NMHS_Principal Welcome to #edtechchat Eric! #NJED in the house!
@MrCsays @spaul6414
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@NMHS_Principal Thanks for joining us, Eric! #edtechchat
A1: Effective PD is one that leaves you energized and excited to get back
into the classroom. #edtechchat
#edtechchat…Tech infused PD doesn't focus on tech, but what students
gain and benefit from in the use of tech to support learning
@MrStaubSTEM yes, teacher learning and student learning should mimic
each other! Wish this were true more often #edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: @NMHS_Principal Welcome to #edtechchat Eric!
#NJED in the house! @MrCsays @spaul6414
@MrStaubSTEM #edtechchat I agree 100% - I'm also using the model that
says: "Here is the idea" &amp; my flipped video will TEACH you the how
l8r
@thomascmurray Balance is important. I would love to set up a
conference day edcamp style so people could get what they need!
#edtechchat
RT @MrStaubSTEM: Treat students the way you want to be treated in PD.
Otherwise, you are hypocritical. #edtechchat
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@ryanhorne0076 yes!! #edtechchat
“@NuSkoolOfficial: A1: Effective PD should capture teachers' minds and
imaginations #edtechchat” love this!!
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@thomascmurray Same for teachers in their classrooms... #edtechchat
not one size fits all! Differentiate for teachers as we do for students- it's
important for the same reasons! #edtechchat
RT @robinsonjesse: A1: Effective PD is one that leaves you energized and
excited to get back into the classroom. #edtechchat
@ryanhorne0076 PD is more than learning about something ... It is about
using what was learned. #edtechchat
Some of the best PD I ever received was from fellow teachers. We are all
experts at something. Learn &amp; collaborate w/each other. #edtechchat
RT @wellssusan: Effective=Differentiation. Staff is a community yet needs
and experience quite different. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A1: Effective PD is MODELED by building admin.
Practice what you preach. Lead by example. #edtechchat
@EdTech_Stories @elanaleoni @ajpodchaski What is an edcamp - that's
how this side of the pond I must be! #edtechchat
"@ajpodchaski: @NMHS_Principal Welcome to #edtechchat Eric! #NJED
in the house! @MrCsays @spaul6414" Awesome!!!!
I also think effective PD uses #blendedlearning techniques and has online
component #edtechchat
RT @cvanderark: A1: Effective PD is much like the content students want:
engaging, motivating and available just in time #edtechchat
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Teachers must become students of their own teaching #edtechchat
Agree --&gt;RT @thomascmurray: A1: Effective PD is MODELED by
building admin. Practice what you preach. Lead by example. #edtechchat
RT @aimeegbartis Its only effective if teachers implement what they
learned. Not effective if PD is forgotten the next day. #edtechchat
@CharHarAgain #edtechchat Hey Charlotte, great to see you here! Late
night for you too?
@thomascmurray Here's my piece on this: One Size Does Not Fit All:
http://t.co/TCE79RQTKP
#edtechchat
Think we all agree that it should be differentiated &amp; relevant, so how
do we get our admins to go. Along with this? #edtechchat
A1. Effective PD allows Ts to answer "why" first. Then you have attn for the
"how". #edtechchat
A1 - All too often, people sit in PD that is mandated for something they
don't care about. INVEST in your Ts and their passions #edtechchat
#edtechchat authentic….participant driven PD is what is key, designed by
and led by those in the field, whatever the field is
RT @Randy_Matusky: Teachers must become students of their own
teaching #edtechchat
@nathan_stevens @elanaleoni Yep. And checking up with emails,
screencasts, or face-2-face to see how implementation is going.
#edtechchat
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Jumping in late...we talking PD? #edtechchat
Doesnt matter if they liked it. RT @ryanhorne0076:Effective PD is bout the
outcomes a months later, not the day of the training. #Edtechchat
@thomascmurray it starts at the top! PD cannot be effective without admin
buy in. #edtechchat
#edtechchat A1 something Ts the next day and have ideas they can build
on and implement!
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@NMHS_Principal Welcome, Eric! Great to see you on #edtechchat
@MrCsays @MrStaubSTEM Often times PD is everything we are told not
to do as teachers. #edtechchat
MT @RebeccaWildman: Some of the best PD I ever received was from
fellow teachers. We are all experts at something. &lt; very true #edtechchat
A1 good pd should leave you reflective in your thoughts so when the
excitement wears off you are still thinking about it #edtechchat
I know many of u r already aware of this, but here is what effective PD
looks like http://t.co/ULeLzXBI2v #edtechchat
Followup is key! RT @ryanhorne0076: @nathan_stevens @elanaleoni
Yep. And checking up with emails, screencasts, or face-2-face #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: Effective PD provides teachers w/
autonomy/support and is meaningful/applicable #edtechchat
RT @cvanderark: A1: Effective PD is much like the content students want:
engaging, motivating and available just in time #edtechchat YES!!!
@mmreesescott yes…tech infused PD…glad to have you here!
#edtechchat
A1: PD shouldn't make teachers feel that it is ONE more thing to add to
their list. Grow implemented initiatives #edtechchat
The admin, teachers and students must share a common vision before PD
can be effective #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: I know many of u r already aware of this, but here
is what effective PD looks like http://t.co/ULeLzXBI2v #edtechchat
BE008- Flipped Professional Development with Laura Conley http://t.
co/BYQjhn1XC4 A teacher centered PD! #podcast #flippedpd #edtechchat
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@mmreesescott talking about tech infused PD! #edtechchat
#edtechchat A1 PD is also hand in hand with Admin support by people who
see it as an imperative. Tech integrated into PD abt other issues
@elanaleoni Yes, Effective PD is job-embedded, ongoing, chunked,
differentiated and immediately relevant. #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: I know many of u r already aware of this, but here
is what effective PD looks like http://t.co/ULeLzXBI2v #edtechchat
@CharHarAgain @EdTech_Stories @ajpodchaski Omgosh - you'll love
them. Here's a schedule of them: http://t.co/qNUybK76R6 #edtechchat
A1 Effective PD like work done in classes should be engaging and led by
staff members. Use the expertise of staff. #edtechchat
RT @MBMcAlexander: A1. Effective PD allows Ts to answer "why" first.
Then you have attn for the "how". #edtechchat
@RebeccaWildman schools need to prepare for what teachers will use
instead of what looks good based o. Th sales pitch #edtechchat
When PD is led by faculty, they can be 'go-to' people &amp; when others
try it out through year, they have ongoing support #edtechchat
Q2: How can technology support the professional development process?
#edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Q2: How can technology support the professional
development process? #edtechchat
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nathan_stevens
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EdTech_Stories
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@ajpodchaski @ryanhorne0076 @elanaleoni face to face when you can,
showing that you are just around the corner helps #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A1: Effective PD is MODELED by building admin.
Practice what you preach. Lead by example. #edtechchat
@CharHarAgain @ajpodchaski #edtechchat About the same as what has
been suggested with #ukfechat an unconventional conference
"Unconference"
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@cvanderark Thanks! :) #edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Q2: How can technology support the professional
development process? #edtechchat
@Mwren13 @MrCsays Yes, &amp; that's flaw of most PD and classroom
designs. Think about your audience. Teach/lead w them in mind.
#edtechchat
@iplante Thanks! :)
#edtechchat
Instructional Coach, Wood Dale,IL here A1: differentiated PD based on Ts
need and levels of readiness is effective #edtechchat
A2 - Tech can BE PD or support PD or surplant PD, either way is fine by
me #edtechchat
How many PD's have you been to and thought, "This is nice, but I'll never
use it in my class?" More follow up, keep conversing. #edtechchat
@CharHarAgain @EdTech_Stories @elanaleoni Think a conference with
an agenda set by the participants on the day of #edtechchat
@MaineSchoolTech #edtechchat for example, a Common Core PD
session using Tech. Or a literacy PD that shows how Tech is an integral
part.
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RafranzDavis

RT @iplante: http://t.co/If5GU3Rbvh #edtechchat
Has anyone used the Ignite model in PD? I think it could be cool.
#edtechchat
effective PD must be meaningful and we must be willing to step out of our
comfort zones. #edtechchat
ALWAYS start with WHY? RT @MBMcAlexander: A1. Effective PD allows
Ts to answer "why" first. Then you have attn for the "how". #edtechchat
Like classroom learning, Effective PD should leave tchrs with a serious
thirst for MORE, so much so that they seek it themselves #edtechchat

EdTech_Stories

@cybraryman1 #edtechchat And take on board what their needs are
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jjaffe26

RT @iplante: http://t.co/zauq07MjLs #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski A2- Uh, Twitter? Also, reflective learning and shared
experiences on blogs. #edtechchat
A2: Technology allows for 24/7 PD. We recently ran 'pd in your pjs' and
had evening sessions utilizing tech resources. #edtechchat
A2:Resources! Archive everything, makes videos, capture all the
documents, and make them available #edtechchat
@cassidyteach yes! Teachers need to feel that PD supports their practice
w/o adding to already full plates. #edtechchat
This is key. RT @jeffrase: effective PD must be meaningful and we must
be willing to step out of our comfort zones. #edtechchat
A2: By teaching teachers how to engage students with the technology they
use the moment they step out of school #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski Using tools like twitter and blog reading/writing. Best PD for
me the past 7 years and it all has been free PD! :) #edtechchat
#edtechchat A2: Blogs have been a great way to continue discussions after
the PD session. Flipped videos have been a game changer, too
A2: Tech can support PD by helping to connect teachers to experts outside
our district #edtechchat
RT @KatyGartside: PD that is differentiated, involves choice, engages
teachers &amp; helps them learn #edtechchat. This is so True!
A2 - Tech can aid in figuring out what Ts want to learn about (surveys)
#edtechchat
A1: additionally - it's knowing your niche &amp; being able to network w/
those in your PLN who have niches. putting ss interest 1st #edtechchat
A2 #edtechchat Tech-based PD may save money &amp; time in some
cases, although it has to be done well or it's painful!
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My Flipping PD page http://t.co/rEHyBIKwCG #edtechchat
@ElmerAvellaneda sharing and word of mouth is the most effective PD ...
Personalized learning #edtechchat
A2, amazing tool for quick access to endless information, time-saver, often
expands our understanding of teaching #edtechchat
A2: makes PD at multiple schools possible. Within districts or a mix of
districts. Like a big Venn diagram! #edtechchat
YES! RT“@ajpodchaski: A2:Resources! Archive everything, makes videos,
capture all the documents, and make them available #edtechchat”
RT @ajpodchaski: Q2: How can technology support the professional
development process? #edtechchat
A2: Tech supports PD process by keeping the conversation going through
digital support. Use web 2.0 to continue the process. #edtechchat
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#edtechchat A2: tech can be used to make prof dev available online for
consumption anywhere, anytime; also can be replayed if needed
A2: tech can enhance PD by providing pre and post PD resources, you can
even flip your PD through #blendedlearning #edtechchat
A1: Effective technology allows for 21st Century tech learning; thus, it
makes it easier to reach PD goals and objectives. #edtechchat
A2: It's imperative that districts move from teaching the tools, to pd about
how the tools can transform the classroom. #edtechchat
I'd love to see a word cloud for the most commonly used words for A1!
#edtechchat
http://t.co/iAXUJho55P collaborate with local university edtech program and
local edtech teachers for PD #edtechchat
Good use of technology gives the silent voices an equal chance to
participate in the conversation. #edtechchat
A2 tech in PD is a great way to model use of tech in the classroom
#edtechchat
RT @MrStaubSTEM: Good use of technology gives the silent voices an
equal chance to participate in the conversation. #edtechchat
A2: By utilizing things like @TED_ED when appropriate so we can learn
from the best, not just who we can get at our building. #edtechchat
A1 Effective PD increases learning for both the Ss and Ts. Challenges us
all to think, reflect, engage, discover &amp; grow! #edtechchat
A2 Tech allows for more flexibility in PD. Learning is beyond "on the go"
but is more differentiated in terms of pace &amp; depth #edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Q2: How can technology support the professional
development process? #edtechchat
A2: technoloogy can also provide pre-information so the PD time can be
spend doing and reflecting. Flipped PD #edtechchat
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@elanaleoni Do you have a link? Curious minds ;) #edtechchat
RT @Learn21Tech: A2: tech can enhance PD by providing pre and post
PD resources, you can even flip your PD through #edtechchat
@Learn21Tech Love this! Support long after PD is over. Keep the
conversation going. #edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Q2: How can technology support the professional
development process? #edtechchat
Q2: How can technology support the professional development process?
#edtechchat
@elanaleoni @MrStaubSTEM ISTE 2013 SIGML's Mobile MEGA Share
Free Preconference Event http://t.co/Ri3b8oCO6L #edtechchat
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@Randy_Matusky Continuously assessed and supported. #edtechchat
#edtechchat A2: also tech can help educators connect with others to
collaborate; #Twitter can be used, for example!
@thomascmurray .....or how tools can positively impact student
achievement #edtechchat
Workshop model is really out for me,I only plan 10 mins and let
conversation go from there. want to focus on their questions #edtechchat
A2 With technology, PD can be anytime, anywhere. Helps tchrs balance
their schedules. #edtechchat
Effective PD is ongoing.Time for practice &amp; reflection is essential.
Discussing success and failures fosters professional growth #edtechchat
@ryanhorne0076 too many Ts decide this before it even starts. Lots of
negative attitudes towards PD. #Edtechchat
A2: Tech empowers all the learners to become leaders... Adding to the
conversation and learning #edtechchat
RT @ckoos1: #edtechchat A2: also tech can help educators connect with
others to collaborate; #Twitter can be used, for example!
A2: Can flipped PD work on teachers that won't flip the classroom?
#edtechchat
YEP YEP ---&gt; RT @NMHS_Principal: @thomascmurray .....or how tools
can positively impact student achievement #edtechchat
Chris Richards Burlington, Iowa/A2 Tech allows for the differentiation that
is craved. Tech also can save time for other tasks. #edtechchat
A2:#edtechchat tools 4 PLCs-Twitter n use for "testgroups" like
#edunderground in RI-we gather monthly n throw "edtechspaghetti" on the
wall
@ajpodchaski @thomascmurray A2 Technology has power to capture
professional learning, make it shareable &amp; easily refined. #edtechchat
A2 Teachers can reach out to colleagues privately with tech - like students
adults don't like being embarrassed by not knowing #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: I know many of u r already aware of this, but here
is what effective PD looks like http://t.co/ULeLzXBI2v #edtechchat
RT @MrCsays: A2 - Tech can aid in figuring out what Ts want to learn
about (surveys) #edtechchat
Tech can help w/ being reflective...I think this is so important but often over
looked. We allow time for Ss but not 4 Ts. #edtechchat
@ryanhorne0076 I like the idea of follow up. I can think of many things that
were discussed in PD then never again #edtechchat
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msstreicher
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wellssusan
elanaleoni
Randy_Matusky
SrtaLisa
brandtschneider

#edtechchat A2: Shared google docs have also been a great tool for us as
a way to say Collaboration is the new norm AND 10 brains &gt; 1 ALWAYS
@thomascmurray And have specific examples of how transformation
occurred. Show off what worked! #edtechchat
Great PD starts with great planning and a mix of good vision and
responses from stakeholders #edtechchat
A2: Tech allows us to archive great ideas, let them stew, revise them as a
global community, and comment on them. #edtechchat
RT @bobloch: A2: Tech allows us to archive great ideas, let them stew,
revise them as a global community, and comment on them. #edtechchat
A2: Tech allows PD to be customized and personalized for a teacher's
needs and wants #edtechchat #blendedlearning
@ajpodchaski FlippedPD is what we have been working on this year. More
info on my http://t.co/UDskMDZGJ9 page. lots of positives #edtechchat
@Learn21Tech A2 we flipped our iPAD PD and has been effective for
students in learning apps #edtechchat
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#edtechchat A2 for me, tech doesn't support, it allows ongoing PD!
@aimeegbartis Happnes 95% of the time. Conversation doesn't have top
stop at 3:00pm! #edtechchat
@DennisDill ...Yes sir! Especially when it comes from a respected and
knowledgeable educator #edtechchat
A2: @JohnFritzky invited teachers around the world for a Twitter PD with
his staff.It was awesome! #edtechchat
Tech can be used to collaborate through backchanneling during PD
sessions #edtechchat
RT @premediawine: #edtechchat A2 for me, tech doesn't support, it allows
ongoing PD!
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Tech has the power to reach all learners and educators for PD #edtechchat
RT @garnet_hillman: A2 tech in PD is a great way to model use of tech in
the classroom #edtechchat
A2: Tech can create a blended learning env. for kids AND for teachers.
Blend &amp; differentiate your PD utilizing tech resources. #edtechchat
RT @janetldee: A2 With technology, PD can be anytime, anywhere. Helps
tchrs balance their schedules. #edtechchat
#edtechchat PD should be a time of real growth. Not a time where people
go to check up on email or take off

5/13/2013 20:18:09

A2: #flippedPD #edtechchat #twitter #blog
RT @garnet_hillman: A2 tech in PD is a great way to model use of tech in
the classroom #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: My Flipping PD page http://t.co/rEHyBIKwCG
#edtechchat
@NMHS_Principal yes, Effective PD is job-embedded, ongoing, chunked,
differentiated &amp; immediately relevant. #edtechchat
A2 tech makes it easier to differentiate for different levels of readiness and
comfort #edtechchat
However some Ts still crave the face to face style of PD. How do you get
them to understand that is not always a necessity? #edtechchat
@KatePeila Here's a bit abt them: http://t.co/Fp4WTRKFrU and here's an
educator that used them in prezos: http://t.co/BWZh6w4PKA #edtechchat
RT @cvanderark: A2: Tech allows PD to be customized and personalized
for a teacher's needs and wants #edtechchat #blendedlearning
@jenniferklawler This is true. Smaller sessions seem to weaken the
negativity. Larger sessions breed it. #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski Good question. I work with many teachers who balk at
technology, so how an this type of PD work with them? #edtechchat
@ryanhorne0076 we used @haikulearning to organize F2F PD after and
event so Ts can use as reference. #edtechchat
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Empower Ss by having them provide Ts with tech training... #edtechchat
@DennisDill Great point! Lets ask the Ts what they need for PD to help
them become better educators for their Ss. #edtechchat
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#edtechchat A2: Tech can make PD available 24X7!
There might not be a more powerful PD model than learning from each
other - advances in tech foster this #edtechchat
@ryanhorne0076 yes. Student work displayed on School Website piques
other tchrs interests. e.g. How did they do that? #edtechchat
@mmreesescott @ajpodchaski Exactly. Learning to use new apps
Youtube, reading blogs, sharing my webpage, twitter, my own PLN
#edtechchat
Nice! RT @kfairchild6: @elanaleoni trying it tomorrow in a screencasting
wkshp coincidentally, followed by hands-on time for Ts #edtechchat
Effective PD must be mirrored to the students in order to obtain greater
learning &amp; achievement #edtechchat
Spontaneous backchannel chats or resource sharing can make required
PD more relevant to individuals. #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: I know many of u r already aware of this, but here
is what effective PD looks like http://t.co/ULeLzXBI2v #edtechchat
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A2: Anyone ever had the backchannel be more productive than the original
PD? #edtechchat I have and it was amazing the results.
True for Ss: RT @MrStaubSTEM: Good use of technology gives the silent
voices an equal chance to participate in the conversation. #edtechchat
@thomascmurray Yes, important to know how these tools will affect
student learning #edtechchat
@jmaraldo Do people bring prepped presentations or things to demo?
Does it get somewhat hectic? #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Tech can create blended learning env. 4 kids AND
teachers. Blend &amp; differentiate PD utilizing tech resources.
#edtechchat
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RT @s_bearden: #edtechchat A2: Tech can make PD available 24X7!
RT@NMHS_Principal: I know many of u r already aware of this, but here is
what effective PD looks like http://t.co/rK0z0YXfQj #edtechchat
A2: Tech should support PD the same as we would want to support
learning for Ss, model best practices/solid digital pedagogy #edtechchat
#edtechchat A2) Not sure if its PD but as everyone needs to be "unique" do
educators need develop a personal brand? http://t.co/q7jaPsR3cT
@JanetLDee "Look what I did" is way more powerful than "This is a great
tool." #edtechchat
RT @MrStaubSTEM: Good use of technology gives the silent voices an
equal chance to participate in the conversation. #edtechchat
A2: I think that PD with technology involved also enables Ts to continue
outside scheduled PD full attendance time. #edtechchat
A2:Tech can be used to improve PLN and schedule Mystery Skypes. 75%
of my Mystery Skypes were found via Twitter #edtechchat
Just 15 minutes until we discuss how to make a safe place for #StuVoice in
the classroom with @ImaginingL. #edchat #edtechchat
@thomascmurray #edtechchat A2: Yes x 1000! Schools are glacial in their
change, BUT they keep PDing so be a part of it, not an appendage
RT @ryanhorne0076: @jenniferklawler This is true. Smaller sessions seem
to weaken the negativity. Larger sessions breed it. #edtechchat
@chards74 I agree that it's not always a necessity, but sometimes the
camaraderie of face-to-face is refreshing. #edtechchat
RT @lugrigs: Just 15 minutes until we discuss how to make a safe place
for #StuVoice in the classroom with @ImaginingL. #edchat #edtechchat
If your fac meetings are actually just races to see whose phone dies first,
youre doing it wrong #edtechchat #teachtatorship
@Learn21Tech @haikulearning That's awesome. Follow-up and specific,
relevant examples. Sign me up! #edtechchat
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Q2 During PD My Backchanneling page http://t.co/TsolRzVzlT #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: Q2 During PD My Backchanneling page http://t.
co/TsolRzVzlT #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski Almost ALL the time. Yet I have so many people who are
resistant to it! #edtechchat A2: Backchannel should be the norm.
What is the purpose of education? http://t.co/xTrKGGoWbr What is your
answer? My Ss want to hear from u #edtechchat #edchatri #edchat
@stmbaker once they see the benefit, I think it would help tremendously.
The problem is finding a problem they need to solve #edtechchat
@stmbaker @ajpodchaski Personalized, small group, even 1:1,
differentiated #edtechchat
@thomascmurray when everyone meet their needs and actively participate
#edtechchat
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RT @s_bearden: #edtechchat A2: Tech can make PD available 24X7!
RT @SrtaLisa: Spontaneous backchannel chats or resource sharing can
make required PD more relevant to individuals. #edtechchat
RT @bobloch: A2: Tech allows us to archive great ideas, let them stew,
revise them as a global community, and comment on them. #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: I know many of u r already aware of this, but here
is what effective PD looks like http://t.co/ULeLzXBI2v #edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM @MrCsays PD needs to stop being time to fill a state
mandate. #edtechchat
A2 Important for PD to be exactly what Ts and St need not what we think
they might need. #edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM @thomascmurray Yes..admin need to model and support
the use of tech in their schools. #edtechchat
Ts need to see tech as supporting themselves so they accept how impacts
Ss learning #edtechchat
Great teaching, too! RT @MrCsays: Great PD starts with great planning
and a mix of good vision and responses from stakeholders #edtechchat
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RT @s_bearden: #edtechchat A2: Tech can make PD available 24X7!
@ajpodchaski yes - but more in classes with Ss than in adult PD classes
so far #edtechchat
A1 It exemplifies the very skills and techniques being taught or shared;
meaningful and purposeful connected to a context. #edtechchat
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cassidyteach
SrtaLisa

A2: Tech allows for flexibility in PD. anytime, anywhere, dynamic
#edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:21:23

Sometimes tech is the lifesaver that makes PD tolerable #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: There might not be a more powerful PD model than
learning from each other - advances in tech foster this #edtechchat
#edtechchat A2) You can reach out to and get advice from people who are
5,000 miles away... And steal their ideas... Erm I mean collaborate!
#edtechchat A2 tech allows PD to happen after traditional school hours.
Allows Learners to learn at their pace.
@ajpodchaski I've run into some educators very bored in PD sessions that
were getting PD on Twitter instead :) #edtechchat
A2: tech put ss on level playing field enabling teacher to pvd active learning
environment where ss learn coherence &amp; continuity #edtechchat
RT @MrCsays: If your fac meetings are actually just races to see whose
phone dies first, youre doing it wrong #teachtatorship #Edtechchat
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A2: by catering to individual needs #edtechchat
#edtechchat @cybraryman1 Do u have an #edcamp page for our British
friends?
We wrote about #teacher #PD in our white paper last week w/
@DigLearningNow http://t.co/uh8NPbDwaP #edtechchat
Edmodo, wikis, screencasts all help archive resources and continue the
conversation. Stoke the PD fire long after it was started #edtechchat
Social media &amp; interconnectedness of web makes sharing ideas so
easy. I jumped into @thomascmurray PD today, but I wasn't there
#edtechchat
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@Learn21Tech That would be a great result! #edtechchat
@TechTeacherT Mystery Skypes is new to me and thus something I need
to learn about. #edtechchat
@chards74 I think that both have value. You can't pass up a face to face
with a leading researcher or an amazing peer! #edtechchat
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@TechTeacherT What's a mystery skype? #edtechchat
Q3: What should technology-related professional development look like?
#edtechchat
@gpworden:A2: Flipped Pd, complete eCourses via LMS, Blended Lrn.
Anytime, anywhere PD with an engaged mentor/admin/facilitator.
#edtechchat
A3: It should be more than a how-to, more like a what-for and a why-this
and a what's-next! #edtechchat
@thomascmurray Technology allows professional learning to be captured
and shared asynchronously. #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: There might not be a more powerful PD model than
learning from each other - advances in tech foster this #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: @thomascmurray Technology allows professional
learning to be captured and shared asynchronously. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q3: What should technology-related professional
development look like? #edtechchat
When districts care more about 'counting hours' than they do about teacher
learning, PD results will be minimal. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q3: What should technology-related professional
development look like? #edtechchat
A2: tech allows for (a)synchronous collaborative, connected learning w
access to more resources #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q3: What should technology-related professional
development look like? #edtechchat
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s_bearden

Twitter is the quintessential tech infused PD #edtechchat
I think I shared more tweets about blended learning that other on-site
participants at @thomascmurray PD session today. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q3: What should technology-related professional
development look like? #edtechchat

NuSkoolOfficial

A3: Experiential learning #edtechchat
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principal64

A3, ETAN link, http://t.co/oczkA2lQIY #edtechchat
@thomascmurray A3 One example of using tech to support PD: One Size
Does Not Fit All: http://t.co/TCE79RQTKP #edtechchat
#edtechchat We cannot expect teachers to teach with tech until we expect
ourselves to do the same. Modeling matters.
A3: Build the basic understanding, then focus on how the tool can
revolutionize the classroom and improve student learning. #edtechchat
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A3, Framework for tech infused PD http://t.co/A2suLTGHCW #edtechchat
@mmreesescott #edtechchat A2: Have you seen the AMAZING team
@andycinek put together at BPS? http://t.co/S0D3YoEKoL WOW! Love
this model
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@thomascmurray a3: edcamp model is great! #edtechchat
RT“@elanaleoni: @ajpodchaski I've run into some educators very bored in
PD sessions that were getting PD on Twitter instead :) #edtechchat”
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ajpodchaski
s_bearden

@elanaleoni I have done that myself #edtechchat - some of the best
webinars I have atended have been on twitter :)
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ArtesePam

A3: Tech PD should always start with the why! #edtechchat
“@NMHS_Principal: I know many of u r already aware of this, but here is
what effective PD looks like http://t.co/xepII1q5Vi #edtechchat”
Great PD happening now live on NASA TV http://t.co/0cAOgByjF5 as Cmdr
Hadfield prepares to come back to earth... #edtechchat
Wow! This #edtechchat is FLYING again tonight! I need about 4 more
monitors like a day trader. #edtechchat http://t.co/IcWb3UUzTG
@thomascmurray A3 more discussion on how to use tools in a classroom,
less about how tools work #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: A3: Tech PD should always start with the why!
#edtechchat
RT @MaineSchoolTech: @mmreesescott #edtechchat A2: Have you seen
the AMAZING team @andycinek put together at BPS? http://t.
co/S0D3YoEKoL WO…
@NMHS_Principal @thomascmurray #edtechchat Would be keen to hear
your thoughts on this post - "SM &amp; Job Prospects" http://t.
co/caYivKLkyG
A2 Does tech cultivate an opportunity for Ts PD to be personalized? We're
learners too, after all. #edtechchat
A3: have to get more admins involved and interested. PD the admins!
#edtechchat

mmreesescott

@MaineSchoolTech WIll have to check it out, thanks. #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:23:50

KathyDShields

A3 #edtechchat Twitter chat PD offers a virtual portfolio of participation.
A3: Depends on what your goals are in regards to what you want to learn
about. #edtechchat
A3 if learning tech is the PD it should be hands on with lots of time to try it
out before expectation of use in the classroom #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:23:50
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TheAnswerPad

@JoeTweeta I couldn't agree more! #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: My Flipping PD page http://t.co/rEHyBIKwCG
#edtechchat
Q3: What should technology-related professional development look like?
#edtechchat .
Yes! @thomascmurray: When districts care more about 'counting hours'
than they do about teacher learning, PD results are minimal #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q3: What should technology-related professional
development look like? #edtechchat .
A2: tech lets Ts be professionals and determine what areas of PD they
would benefit from the most #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: There might not be a more powerful PD model than
learning from each other - advances in tech foster this #edtechchat
RT @spaul6414: @MrStaubSTEM @thomascmurray Yes..admin need to
model and support the use of tech in their schools. #edtechchat
A3: Technology related PD should be focusing on bringing 21st Century
learning inside and outside of the classroom #edtechchat
The pendulum has swung, tech related PD should not be about the tech
(that's so 2010). It should be about best practice, period. #edtechchat
A3 A blend would be the best approach. Utilize certain skills and set up for
others to shine. #edtechchat
RT @nathan_stevens: @thomascmurray A3 more discussion on how to
use tools in a classroom, less about how tools work #edtechchat

KatrinaStevens1

RT @principal64: A3, ETAN link, http://t.co/oczkA2lQIY #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:24:20

premediawine

A3 #edtechchat connecting Ts w their passion and incorporating experts.
A3 Tech PD should NOT be just about "the tool" or "an app". It should
move beyond that to application, integration &amp; impact! #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:24:22

A3 - Tech PD should look alot like #edcamps! #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: @thomascmurray Technology allows professional
learning to be captured and shared asynchronously. #edtechchat
RT @DennisDill: @ElmerAvellaneda sharing and word of mouth is the
most effective PD ... Personalized learning #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:24:24

@ryanhorne0076 Wow. I think I have #ScreenEnvy :) #jealous #edtechchat
#edtechchat
The timing of PD is huge. "Just in time" PD is the most relevant. What Ts
need, when they need it! Too early and it's forgotten.
@thomascmurray A3:Technology enables individual/small grp open ended
efforts; PD enables Ts to experience the challenges Ss do. #edtechchat
@mmreesescott Man, I thought he was back already. I spent too much
time watching his YouTube videos last night. #edtechchat
A3 Model from the start. We model beginning with a digital agenda with
links to everything we will discuss/learn. #edtechchat
@ryanhorne0076 #edtechchat Just make sure you don't let anyone sell
short on Edu! Lol
@msstreicher Exactly what it is, an opportunity. Good PD presenters take
advantage of that opportunity. #edtechchat
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Right! RT @stmbaker: A3: Depends on what your goals are in regards to
what you want to learn about. #edtechchat
Admins need to model use of tech to show relevance of tools to teachers
#edtechchat
@JoeTweeta Modeling is absolutely crucial for successful adoption of tech.
#edtechchat
Are you a tech coach or integrationist on #edtechchat ?Follow #sigetc and
@ISTESIGETC We share resources for PD and coaching. #shamelessplug
A2: Tech/PLNs/online PD provide Ts w targeted PD opportunities that may
not exist in limited F2F only environment #edtechchat
A3: Illustrate the power of incorporating technology into the classroom
#edtechchat
A3 #edtechchat current PD should reflect the needs of today's
learners…bring the stakeholders to the current table to be effective and
real
A3: good PD should not be overly specific. Give broad ideas, and let Ts
personalize learning, with multiple supports #edtechchat
If we trust teachers with the lives of kids every day, why do some districts
not allow them to help design their own learning? #edtechchat
RT @wellssusan: @mmreesescott @ajpodchaski Exactly. Integration of
the tech within the classroom should also apart of Tech PD. #edtechchat.
@spaul6414 @MrStaubSTEM @thomascmurray #edtechchat A2: I didn't
realize how critical Admin supp was until my only technique was to be
"sexy"
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A3: I love the EdCamp style of PD. So much freedom! #edtechchat
A3: In fully online (like @OS4G) PD leaders need to create interactive opps
for discussion through tools like @voicethread #edtechchat
@thomascmurray A3: I think Ts need to own their learning. We need to be
learners first and model this... #edtechchat
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A2: relevancy to the times, flexibility, and accessibility #edtechchat
A3: Needs to go beyond sharing tools and teacher use to tech integrated
pedagogy and student use. #Edtechchat
@MrCsays Do #edcamp models only work because participants want to be
there? If districts forced this, wouldn't it be bad? #edtechchat
RT @JoeTweeta: #edtechchat We cannot expect teachers to teach with
tech until we expect ourselves to do the same. Modeling matters.
@EdTech_Stories Got any insider ED trading tips for me? DM me ;)
#edtechchat
So much of our recent PD has been based on what is being dictated to us
through new teacher evaluations. #edtechchat
A3 It should be hands-on at some point. If you're demo'ing Socrative you're
not just going to talk about using it - hopefully! #edtechchat
A3:Tech PD should help teachers and students in every classroom
#edtechchat
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RT @iplante: Twitter is the quintessential tech infused PD #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski tech enables us to learn and share valuable things that
support our PD with other educators worldwide #edtechchat
@yettereric Yes, effective PD is job-embedded, ongoing, chunked,
differentiated and immediately relevant. #edtechchat
@MrCsays Went to my 3rd #edcamp this weekend @edcampmke These
are wonderful opportunities to share and learn from stake holders.
#edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: There might not be a more powerful PD model than
learning from each other - advances in tech foster this #edtechchat
A3 Ts are asked ahead of time what they need and small groups so easy
to create and really learn! #flippedPd #edtechchat
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@s_bearden #edtechchat All Tech should be about "How can this help"
@thomascmurray Tom, extend this further. If education is really about the
kids, why don't they get to impact their own learning. #edtechchat
My staff enjoyed replacing monthly face2face w/ 2ndLife evening meetings.
Avatars gave chance for lots tech pd, very positive #edtechchat
@MrCsays Agreed! I love EdCamps. I want to bring my students to see the
passion teachers have without standardized tests #edtechchat
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How do we motivate the Ts to join the new PD movement? #edtechchat
A3- tech professional development is collaborative and meaningful 4
teachers- applications are real for classroom ts. #edtechchat
@cybraryman1 you always share great resources, thanks! #wdsd7
#edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM I think he is supposed to land around 9:30 or 10:30. Will
really miss his tweets. #edtechchat
The amount of collaboration, sharing &amp; discussion going on during
#cdnedchat and #edtechchat is EPIC. #simplybliss
@Learn21Tech Agreed! There has to be a way to dialogue about the
content. IMO, that's where the true PD comes from. #edtechchat
A3 Introduce the tool by showing how it impacts learning. Give Ts time to
become familiar w/the tool &amp; see how it will help Ss. #edtechchat
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A3 - We need human interaction but most of what is being taught at PD
can be done on our own time #edtechchat
We have a "university day" where teachers learned from other teachers in
mini-roundtable sessions (#edcamp lites) #edtechchat
@jcbjr @TechTeacherT Mystery Skypes are awesome! We've done
several of them. @ckoos1 #edtechchat
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Best PD happens when we can learn from each other #edtechchat
RT @MrCsays: We have a "university day" where teachers learned from
other teachers in mini-roundtable sessions (#edcamp lites) #edtechchat
#edtechchat A3: Always hands-on, preferably within a discussion group as
a sounding board or online discussion forum. #edtechchat
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A3 Like the rules of writing: SHOW, don't TELL! #edtechchat
RT @jeffrase: Best PD happens when we can learn from each other
#edtechchat
A3 tools change so often, the concepts should be focused on and what can
be achieved with concepts #edtechchat
A3 Explain the method behind the tech choices. Convey your rationale for
using the tools as you use the tools. Don't just demo. #edtechchat
A3 - lots of time to play with new tool. I like to give an 'assignment' to have
Ts create something using the new tool. #edtechchat
@thomascmurray I don't know. My wife's work trusts her w/ creating
banking regulations, but they still require her to take PDs. #edtechchat
#edtechchat A3: NOT one three hour session one day. BUT a smaller part
of larger discussions. Even if only a google form or Socrative survey
@stmbaker:So much of our recent PD...based on what is being dictated to
us through new teacher evaluations. #edtechchat” driving me crazy!
To promote Tech, just-in-time support must exist, not tomorrow, it must be
immediate #edtechchat
Q3: What should technology-related professional development look like?
#edtechchat
@CharHarAgain Yes. Teachers need to leave with accounts created, 1st
lesson planned, and ready to implement. #edtechchat
RT @gpworden: #edtechchat A3: Always hands-on, preferably within a
discussion group as a sounding board or online discussion forum.
#edtech…
@MrStaubSTEM that would be my fear. No one would propose sessions
so they can go back to room to grade papers :( #Edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Q3: What should technology-related professional
development look like? #edtechchat
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A3: open, collaborative, focus in individudual needs #edtechchat
A3: I think it'd be useful to have hashtags for PD. Others (not in the room
can join in/share).More collaboration + modeling. #edtechchat
@nathan_stevens agreed and admins need help modeling that PD as they
are so busy. Take time to teach admin 1:1 #edtechchat
EdTech_Stories @s_bearden #edtechchat All Tech should be about "How
can this help" &lt;&lt;awesome! #edtechchat
@MrCsays I was thinking that would be a great way to meet the various
needs of Ts. How did it go? #edtechchat
PD is all about ownership. It's only valuable for those that own the learning.
#edtechchat
@CharHarAgain @jcbjr MS is an awesome activity that requires Ss to ask
a class Qs in order to figure out where they are located #edtechchat
RT @Getting_Smart @thomascmurray: Q3: What should technologyrelated professional development look like? #edtechchat &gt; gathering
&amp; sharing
RT @jeffrase: Best PD happens when we can learn from each other
#edtechchat
RT @ryanhorne0076: @CharHarAgain Yes. Teachers need to leave with
accounts created, 1st lesson planned, and ready to implement.
#edtechchat
RT @ryanhorne0076: @CharHarAgain Yes. Teachers need to leave with
accounts created, 1st lesson planned, and ready to implement.
#edtechchat
@jenniferklawler @MrStaubSTEM go paperless and you can show them
how to grade papers online! #edtechchat
@stmbaker And is that then the same PD for everyone from evaluations?
Or is there some in this case Ts PD self-selection? #edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM Unfortunately. The model can not be forced with equal
success. You only get as much out of an EdCamp as you invest.
#edtechchat
RT @ryanhorne0076: @CharHarAgain Yes. Teachers need to leave with
accounts created, 1st lesson planned, and ready to implement.
#edtechchat
A3: Should be continues. Let the PD live on digitally long after the
presentation is over. #edtechchat
@KatePeila yes and I would LOVE to see schools build in 4-6 hours a
week for collaboration and discussion time. #edtechchat
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Q3: Like a MOOC. #edtechchat
@beckitharp #edtechchat A3: YES! I am not given time to do it, but coming
from a school with the "sandbox" model of T play/experiment time.
My appy hour sessions on Friday mornings have been successful =
consistent and short. #edtechchat
RT @ryanhorne0076: A3: Should be continues. Let the PD live on digitally
long after the presentation is over. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: PD is all about ownership. It's only valuable for
those that own the learning. #edtechchat
A3 Engaging engaging engaging!! Let everyone have a chance to see how
learning can be fun with tech (Ss and Ts) #edtechchat
LIsten, Socrates didn't take attendance, record hours, or require
participation in Athens. Learning is pretty basic, tech or not #edtechchat
@MrCsays we call it our "symposium". Ts share info from dept. book
studies. #Edtechchat
RT @mmreesescott: My appy hour sessions on Friday mornings have
been successful = consistent and short. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: PD is all about ownership. It's only valuable for
those that own the learning. #edtechchat
@Randy_Matusky Yes, effective PD is job-embedded, ongoing, chunked,
differentiated and immediately relevant. #edtechchat
You should not have to wait to get PD you need. Be a constant learner on
your own with great resources &amp; support online. #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: @yettereric Yes, effective PD is job-embedded,
ongoing, chunked, differentiated and immediately relevant. #edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM I agree, and I think Tech helps them collaborate and grow
into confident learners #edtechchat
True for Ss too! RT @thomascmurray: PD is all about ownership. It's only
valuable for those that own the learning. #edtechchat
@premediawine teacher need to be the shining star for admins to brag on
#edtechchat
Yep --&gt;RT @jeffrase: Best PD happens when we can learn from each
other #edtechchat
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@Learn21Tech Could you imagine? That would be beautiful! #edtechchat
“@MrCsays: We have a "university day" Ts learned from other teachers in
mini-roundtable sessions (#edcamp lites) #edtechchat” great idea!!
A3: Teachers need time to play, ask questions, and have a plan to use the
tech the next school day. Otherwise, it's never used. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: PD is all about ownership. It's only valuable for
those that own the learning. #edtechchat
A3: Follow up training is critical for tech-related PD. Too often, it's one day
of training and you are on your own. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: PD is all about ownership. Its only valuable for those
that own the learning. #Edtechchat
@karen_brennan Tonight's #edtechchat is discussing technology-infused
professional development. Lots of PD resources being shared! 8 PM ET
#edtechchat A3 and A1: Teachers Teaching Teachers (TTT) which creates
grassroots growth and NOT me on my soap box issuing declarations.
MT @cybraryman1: Don't wait to get PD you need. Be a constant learner
on your own with great resources &amp; support online. #edtechchat
@SrtaLisa That's my point. PD starts with a willingness to learn. If teachers
don't have that, I don't care what model you use #edtechchat
RT @jeffrase: Best PD happens when we can learn from each other
#edtechchat
“@thomascmurray: PD is all about ownership. It's only valuable for those
that own the learning. #edtechchat”
A3: the should allow PD to be more fluid, continuous compared to trad
single session or single initiative, then stop there #edtechchat
#edtechchat
A3: Tech focused PD needs to be accessible to all levels of expertise.
Support beginners and enrich the advanced. Accessible.
@rebeccataub but it has to be a quality MOOC - some are so poorly
designed #edtechchat
A3 - tech PD should first and foremost answer WHY? Why should I use
this? How will it benefit students? #edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 Not just tech either. New ways of thinking about
pedagogy and learning tat tech enables. #edtechchat
@s_bearden Amen! And not just 1 follow-up. A series of digital
conversation follow-ups with archived resources. #edtechchat
@jcbjr It's the same PD for everyone. We have no self-selected PD.
#edtechchat
@mmreesescott does someone choose the app resources beforehand or
do they share once it begins? #edtechchat
Best PD happens when we allow time for reflection...what went well, what
would you change, do differently, etc? Follow up... #edtechchat
@KatePeila @Learn21Tech that does exist it is the university setting, so of
#edtechchat
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@ajpodchaski True, but again, the learners have to want to learn too. It's a
two-part equation. #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: There might not be a more powerful PD model than
learning from each other - advances in tech foster this #edtechchat
@elanaleoni To me, the more motivated and engaged Ts involved, the
better.Not said by me yet:There must be scheduled reflection. #edtechchat
Ts need to realize learning is in their hands…to seek out not to be given
#edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM @iplante @MrCsays #edtechchat Difference in
responses to PD that educators go to voluntarily Vs compulsory is always
intriguing
RT @MrStaubSTEM: @ajpodchaski True, but again, the learners have to
want to learn too. It's a two-part equation. #edtechchat Just like Ss.
Ed. Tech PD must be aimed at all skill levels - not all teachers are techies,
we tend to forget this #edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM I think we were talking about this on #rechat on Saturday.
:) #edtechchat
@s_bearden Stand-alone PD never works, must be job-embedded and
ongoing. #edtechchat
As an administrator I know what PD I need. You have to ask for what you
need in order to keep growing as an educator. #edtechchat
@nathan_stevens @katepeila yes and I come from university setting so I
miss it in k-12 #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: There might not be a more powerful PD model than
learning from each other - advances in tech foster this #edtechchat
Focus on a few key themes throughout the year and stick with it. The one
hour at one time model is donzo #edtechchat
Please share your ideas - if you are hoading them, you aren't doing your
job right #edtechchat
#edtechchat A3: I also love working with small groups (Department
Meetings, eg.) I got one techphobe blogging this way for digital particip.
A3: tech-infused PD facilitates not only PD for other areas but PD to
develop proficiency w tech itself-means and end #edtechchat
@DouglasRicketts Podcast about our flippedPD BE008- Flipped
Professional Development with Laura Conley http://t.co/BYQjhn1XC4
#edtechchat
A3: When admin model that a tool or resource is valuable, people will
follow. #edtechchat
In a few weeks I'll be defending my dissertation on PD during a 1:1
Macbook program. Gotta tell you, a lot of $ is wasted in PD #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: @s_bearden Stand-alone PD never works, must
be job-embedded and ongoing. #edtechchat
A3: Focus on what makes our teaching better and our personal learning
better. #edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM @ajpodchaski Yes, but some learners need to be shown
what is out there and help getting started. A gentle nudge. #edtechchat
Ts seeking PD with tech are going to reach students with greater ease?
Thoughts&gt; #edtechchat
@jcbjr Great point about reflection. Reflection most often leads to effective
implementation. #edtechchat
A3 collaborative and fitted to individual Ts familiarity w/ tech - don't scare
those just learning with too much at once. #edtechchat
@nathan_stevens @Learn21Tech Maybe I missed my calling ;) In primary,
it's over lunch, at recess, and a half hour 1x/ week. #edtechchat
#edtechchat A3: Running sessions using the tools you want them to use in
their classrooms to teach your content: blogging about blogging eg.
RT @thomascmurray: A3: When admin model that a tool or resource is
valuable, people will follow. #edtechchat
Something they do,not what is done to them RT @iplante:Ts need to
realize learning is in their hands…to seek out not to be given #Edtechchat
@TechTeacherT @jcbjr Oh, that's a great idea! Have you gone global?
Would work on a national and international level! Fab! #edtechchat
Have your students used @Animoto on their iPads in #1to1 classrooms?
Was the experience similar to computers or cumbersome? #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: There might not be a more powerful PD model than
learning from each other - advances in tech foster this #edtechchat
Ts need autonomy in their teaching and professional development. Without
it, what could be motivation turns to apathy #edtechchat
A3: tech allows for more teacher-led, ongoing PD thru sharing, modeling,
collaborating #edtechchat
@MaineSchoolTech We don't have time either, but I would love to figure
out a way to make it happen. #edtechchat
The 'sit and git' model of PD wastes incredible time and money. Districts
need to think differently about traditional PD. #edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM I think a lot of $ is wasted on PD because we don't have
Ts share and reflect on learning.. #edtechchat
@KevinJGrace Ts must see it as valuable to their classroom objectives.
Not just 'another something to do' #edtechchat
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@MrCsays Key themes? Everything should connect to one goal. You
cannot support multiple initiatives successfully in one year #edtechchat
Smaller group sessions. Less space for attendees to hide and sleep. Make
them part of the conversation. #edtechchat
@JoeTweeta Agreed--modeling is good practice for all forms of PD. Tech
is just tool that can be support student learning. #edtechchat
@jenniferklawler I think if it's PD day &amp;they hav choice of creating
sessions they are interested in, you would get buy in #edtechchat
Q4: Are specific certifications in tools and techniques a necessary part of
PD? #edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Q4: Are specific certifications in tools and techniques a
necessary part of PD? #edtechchat
@cybraryman1 I think you just said what most of us wanted to say.
#edtechchat
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@thomascmurray sounds like if you build it, they will come :) #edtechchat
A4: It needs to be more than I can do this. Should be I understand this.
Then certification means something #edtechchat
A4: Depending on emphasis, they have a role - coming from a #CETL Certified Educational technology Leader :) #edtechchat
@mskroker Came across this resource about backchanneling that I
thought was fantastic: http://t.co/3F1aYeUZcW #edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM @MrCsays Less is more. Specific and focused. Not all
over the board random sampling. #edtechchat
@s_bearden agreed! I would like a day following great PD to decide how to
implement it #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski Again, it takes both parts. Some need shoved while others
need to do the shoving (to be eloquent). #edtechchat
RT @elanaleoni: Yep --&gt;RT @jeffrase: Best PD happens when we can
learn from each other #edtechchat. Believe in turn-key for PD. Ts teach Ts.
Very interesting @MrStaubSTEM! what type of data did you collect?
#edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Q4: Are specific certifications in tools and techniques a
necessary part of PD? #edtechchat
A4 - #edtechchat Tiering your PD at different levels and certifing staff can
give them a sense of ownership &amp; they can help others too
@KatePeila that is simply not enough - we need to take a few lessons
from New Zealand schools! #edtechchat
Modeling with tech works top down and bottom up. Teach enthusiastic
students and they will support/encourage teachers. #edtechchat
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@ajpodchaski screen-o-matic #edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Q4: Are specific certifications in tools and techniques a
necessary part of PD? #edtechchat
@Learn21Tech Sorry, MOOC as I know it suggests presentations via
digital media. I do not think MOOCs as I know them are good. #edtechchat
Ts need to be reflective &amp; engage in meaningful convos about being
the best T they can be #edtechchat
A4 No, I think if someone knows their stuff. They don't need a special
certificate to help share learning. #edtechchat
A4 I am not certified edtech…but love tech and love teaching LD
students…marry the two concepts to meet students needs…#edtechchat
A3 Everyone has different entry points with tech. Take this into
consideration.Create accts etc a head of time in your own space
#edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A3: When admin model that a tool or resource is
valuable, people will follow. #edtechchat
@mmreesescott From my research, $ is wasted from poor planning and
lack of thorough implementation plans #edtechchat
Agreed: RT @elanaleoni: Yep --&gt;RT @jeffrase: Best PD happens when
we can learn from each other #edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Q4: Are specific certifications in tools and techniques a
necessary part of PD? #edtechchat
@ryanhorne0076 @CharHarAgain The Socrative Garden has posts on
introducing Socrative and lesson ideas. http://t.co/Ul1i3P7jyU #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A3: When admin model that a tool or resource is
valuable, people will follow. #edtechchat
@cassidyteach @s_bearden How about an ongoing chat through a blog or
Edmodo. With encouragement and support. #edtechchat
@MaineSchoolTech @beckitharp Funny we're supposed to be in this
business love of learning, I think teachers love to learn #edtechchat
@beckitharp @maineschooltech admin needs to make time for you by
rethinking schedule and how time is used. #edtechchat
A4: No. Many self-taught folks become experts to highly proficient w/out
cert's. cert's sometimes serve profit interests, not ed #edtechchat
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@cybraryman1 Well said! #edtechchat
#edtechchat
Like what I'm hearing about reflection and follow-through. Gr8 PD is
ongoing with opportunities to Collab/reflect/follow up
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A4 - we do different levels based on ability and people can put themselves
into their own classes #edtechchat
Incentives must be offered to teachers to help foster a love of Ed. Tech
#edtechchat
@cybraryman1 Well said!Once you gain that knowledge be willing to share
it w/fellow teachers.Be open for suggestions for growth #edtechchat
#edtechchat A3: Part of great PD is about teaching a mindset for 21st C
learning. I say "you are no longer the smartest person in the room"
@aa_ic Quantitative questionnaire data... wait, I'll make sure I send you my
condensed dissertation once I've got it written #edtechchat
understanding best practices for #edtech and studying best practices very
different #edtechchat
RT @elanaleoni: @mskroker Came across this resource about
backchanneling that I thought was fantastic: http://t.co/3F1aYeUZcW
#edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Q4: Are specific certifications in tools and techniques a
necessary part of PD? #edtechchat
@MaineSchoolTech I used #Padlet in my PD sessions for a wow factor.
Tchrs loved it and now they all use it. #edtechchat
A4, knowledge, info, content change so fast, certifications are often
obsolete before they're valuable, interest-based, collab #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A1: Effective PD is MODELED by building admin.
Practice what you preach. Lead by example. #edtechchat
A4: Experience, not a certificate should determine who leads PD.
#edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM I can see that...I still believe that reflection is not valued
so therefor time not given to teachers. #edtechchat
A4 I don't think that a "specific certification" in a tool is necessary. I've
learned more from teachers who are "using it"! #edtechchat
@elanaleoni Would suggest self-reflection followed by comp experience
reflection followed by total group reflection. #edtechchat
@MaineSchoolTech @beckitharp First step, honor the learner, child and
adult, #edtechchat
A4 - I don't think certification is always necessary. Successful experience
is REQUIRED! #edtechchat
A4. Certs are 'necessary' in some areas (networking, etc.), yet this need
comes from a traditional model. Can be helpful. #edtechchat
#PDtech shd be about the user. RT @KatrinaStevens1: Q3: What should
technology-related professional development look like? #edtechchat
Hosting a @Socrative PD next week. T's will leave with accounts, quizzes
created, and links ready for students to access. #edtechchat
@stmbaker But shouldn't the certificate mean you have more experience?
#edtechchat
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@haasjd20 same w/ our students #edtechchat
RT @jcbjr: @elanaleoni Would suggest self-reflection followed by comp
experience reflection followed by total group reflection. #edtechchat
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@ryanhorne0076 @cassidyteach Great idea! #edtechchat
RT @ryanhorne0076: @cassidyteach @s_bearden How about an ongoing
chat through a blog or @Edmodo. W/ encouragement and support.
#edtechchat
RT @wellssusan: @MaineSchoolTech @beckitharp First step, honor the
learner, child and adult, #edtechchat
A4: should have demonstrated proficiency of use to train others, but a cert
not necessary #edtechchat
A4: Any certification can trap you into patterned solutions. Make sure you
can always step outside the box. #edtechchat
A4 #edtechchat I am not a fan of PD that requires you to sign up for all
sorts of web based stuff and make accounts
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A4: I'd like to see some student-led PD. #edtechchat Anyone done this?
A4: I'll take vision, passion, skill, and drive over a certificate on the wall any
day. #edtechchat
A4 no one will care about a certificate or title of a presenter if they leave the
PD inspired to try something new #edtechchat
@ryanhorne0076 #edtechchat Will come back to you on that, am analysing
lots of EdTech cos... And think some may be worth supporting
RT @Randy_Matusky: Ed. Tech PD must be aimed at all skill levels - not
all teachers are techies, we tend to forget this #edtechchat
#edtechchat A4: NO! We are a Google Apps 4 Ed school, so I do focus
there, but otherwise I say do what works. Educreations or Ask3? Both gr8
Agreed. RT @aimeegbartis: A4 - I don't think certification is always
necessary. Successful experience is REQUIRED! #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A4: I'll take vision, passion, skill, and drive over a
certificate on the wall any day. #edtechchat
@ElmerAvellaneda I agree, I make the time to learn the new things I need
to be a better T. We have to take the initiative. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: PD is all about ownership. It's only valuable for
those that own the learning. #edtechchat
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Certifications are overrated. Plus, you have to pay more. Find me anyone
with competence and classroom/tech tool experience. #edtechchat
RT @aimeegbartis: A3 - tech PD should first and foremost answer WHY?
Why should I use this? How will it benefit students? #edtechchat
If your tech PD doesn't demonstrate and model best practices of tech use,
including participant engagement, it won't stick #edtechchat
Makes it easier to expect implementation! MT @MrCsays: Focus on a few
key themes throughout the year and stick with them. #Edtechchat
Whether through certification or through practice, all tech PD should benefit
student achievement #edtechchat
@elanaleoni Did it once with a student sharing a tech tool. Had good
success. #edtechchat
A4 do't plan to fill the whole time, allow for question to fill time, usually miss
a lot of question when plan too much #edtechchat
I Agree!@swpax: self-taught is very valuable. When we struggle we learn...
really learn! #edtechchat
thanx! would love to c it! good luck @MrStaubSTEM #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A4: I'll take vision, passion, skill, and drive over a
certificate on the wall any day. #edtechchat
@MaineSchoolTech Totally agree. Greatest PD is teachers with teachers.
#edtechchat.
A4. Certification seems unwise given the speed with which technologies
change. #edtechchat
Amen! @thomascmurray Sit &amp; git model of PD wastes incredible time
&amp; $. Districts need to think differently about traditional PD
#edtechchat
Hey #edtechchat - come join Steven Anderson (@web20classroom) as he
co-moderates #edtechchat next week!
#edtechchat A4: In Maine, Tech certification for teachers is the OPPOSITE
of integration. It's "can you teach Adobe?" etc. It's misleading.
RT @lconley86: I Agree!@swpax: self-taught is very valuable. When we
struggle we learn...really learn! #edtechchat
RT @swpax: A4: should have demonstrated proficiency of use to train
others, but a cert not necessary #edtechchat
RT @iplante: Whether through certification or through practice, all tech PD
should benefit student achievement #edtechchat
If you aren't learning, you aren't growing. If you want your students to get
better, why shouldn't you? #edtechchat
My ITS cert required me to develop PD approaches for a variety of
learners, while working with a variety of classmates #edtechchat
A4: certs may not always be required, but need a network of respected
gurus and cheerleaders #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Hey #edtechchat - come join Steven Anderson
(@web20classroom) as he co-moderates #edtechchat next week!
RT @thomascmurray: Hey #edtechchat - come join Steven Anderson
(@web20classroom) as he co-moderates #edtechchat next week!
@ryanhorne0076 Some certifications are meaningless hoop jumping, no
matter what you need to prove yourself. #edtechchat
@ryanhorne0076 tools change from year to year, and carts do not
#edtechchat
#edtechchat A4: No. Active understanding and active implementation of
any initiative will trump certification any day.
@TechTeacherT They'd guess Brits/Americans from the accents no doubt
but getting the city would be a challenge! #edtechchat
@MrPowersCMS I feel confident going into my principal's office and asking
for the PD I need. I take control of my learning. #edtechchat
A4: I would like to see tech leaders also proficient w solid, hybrid
pedagogical understanding--must know how tech meets the end
#edtechchat
RT @iplante: Whether through certification or through practice, all tech PD
should benefit student achievement #edtechchat
A4:Just because you have a license does not make you a good driver, just
a legal one. #edtechchat
@hannahclemmons @cybraryman1 There is so much online that no
teacher should say that they were unable to get PD. #edtechchat
A4: I think badges are an interesting notion as a part of PD #gameification
#edtechchat
A4. We find that the closer we work with students &amp; their teachers, the
move valuable the learning in. #edtechchat
#edtechchat
The "expert down the hall" is a gr8 PD leader. Learning from fellow
educators increases the likelihood of continued learning
@Getting_Smart A4: Not so - as long as there is time to "figure it out" or
determine key ???s for later effort, maybe better. #edtechchat
@ryanhorne0076 Who cares what a paper says you should be able to do,
we want to know what you can do. #edtechchat
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yes! RT @s_bearden A3 Follow up training is critical for tech-related PD.
Too often, it's 1 day of training &amp;you are on your own #edtechchat
@elanaleoni We have a BYOT, students take what they learned and help
teachers. Done 2 formal presentations, rest as requested #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: A3: My diigo list of Digital Citizenship posters: https://t.
co/3isXwi1ivD #edtechchat
@MaineSchoolTech love the look on my kids' face when I say that
#edtechchat
Current PD days don't allow for more than what's mandated. Change that!
Go to an online mandate cert system! #edtechchat
@CharHarAgain I'm lost. All I was saying is that learning doesn't change
much. Sometime we stress tech over learning #edtechchat
RT @gpworden: #edtechchat A4: No. Active understanding and active
implementation of any initiative will trump certification any day.
@chards74 @elanaleoni Sometimes I pretend I don't know how to do
something, letting students be the expert is powerful. #edtechchat
@s_bearden For some people it can be the motivation they need to pursue
the PD. For others, learning is motivating enough. #edtechchat
@elanaleoni yes! We trained students on a new 3d lab, presented to staff,
then Ts could sign up w Ss. It rocked!! #edtechchat
@beckitharp it is crucial if you want to keep learning and growing.
#edtechchat
@ajpodchaski Not necessarily. Most of my certifications meant nothing to
me until I gained experience from doing it. #edtechchat
A4: I love learning alongside my team. Demonstrating that I am willing to
learn models for them the importance #edtechchat
#edtechchat A4: Our governor just chose HP not Apple for our 1:1 program
ostensibly b/c it is the tool of the workplace. UNTIL NEXT WEEK!
@ryanhorne0076 @Socrative Just did this with my fellow teachers. Great
response and many started right away #edtechchat
This is an area I hope to test soon RT @Learn21Tech: A4: I think badges
are an interesting notion as a part of PD #gameification #edtechchat
A4: who knows what the tech/digital world will look like in a year? Growth is
too rapid to demonstrate proficiency/certify tech #edtechchat
#edtechchat http://t.co/RWhjbX7IuN vote for the chat for a Bammy!
@thomascmurray Robert Schuetz, T/C Palatine HS, Palatine, IL Glad to be
here. #edtechchat
RT @MrCsays: If you aren't learning, you aren't growing. If you want your
students to get better, why shouldn't you? #edtechchat
@alicekeeler And a way for corporations to make money for titles that
really are not needed. And public schools have no money. #edtechchat
@elanaleoni yes we have our @EllisGeekSquad - fully student lead and
desk has coverage most hours of the day #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Hey #edtechchat - come join Steven Anderson
(@web20classroom) as he co-moderates #edtechchat next week!
RT @iplante: #edtechchat http://t.co/RWhjbX7IuN vote for the chat for a
Bammy!
@Randy_Matusky @thomascmurray only if you are as engaged and
enthusiastic as you want your participants to be. #edtechchat
@alicekeeler @elanaleoni That is a great way to get them engaged.
#edtechchat
RT @MrStaubSTEM: Good use of technology gives the silent voices an
equal chance to participate in the conversation. #edtechchat
@thomascmurray @web20classroom Great. I've missed Steven in other
Twitter chats recently. Glad he'll be back around! #edtechchat
A4- have u ever gone to a tech conf. and though maybe the lead speaker
needed a hair more training? Certs. not needed though. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A3: When admin model that a tool or resource is
valuable, people will follow. #edtechchat
@Learn21Tech I think @classbadges is going to start allowing teachers to
award teachers badges. #edtechchat #gamification
@JanetLDee That's a good point. Some people are really motivated by
certification opportunities. #edtechchat
@MaryAnnReilly #edtechchat How about making all Tech so easy that
Certification not needed? Most used software &amp; websites are easiest
to use
@chards74 Awesome. It might be nice to reserve 5-10 min of PD sessions
for a student led piece. Stdents get selected by peers? #edtechchat
ALL educators must take ownership of their own learning. All districts
should provide high quality pathways to get there. #edtechchat
RT @mwhite_science: A4:Just because you have a license does not make
you a good driver, just a legal one. #edtechchat
@elanaleoni We also use student experts to teach parents at Tech Nights.
They are a huge asset. #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: I know many of u r already aware of this, but here
is what effective PD looks like http://t.co/ULeLzXBI2v #edtechchat
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@KatrinaStevens1 @thomascmurray #edtechchat A4: Have you ever
tallied the hourly rate of PD mass meetings? Staggering + $ down the drain
“@iplante: Whether through certification or through practice, all tech PD
should benefit student achievement #edtechchat” best comment!
@AnEstuary Agreed--PD should focus on specific needs of
teachers/students. #edtechchat
@cassidyteach @Socrative Aweswome! Starting right away is the only way
tech will get implemented. I'll try later never happens. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A4: I'll take vision, passion, skill, and drive over a
certificate on the wall any day. #edtechchat
I'm jumping in a little late, but glad to be here learning from all of you!
#edtechchat
Follow-up is a major part as well. This fall we have PD for our HS Ss. They
will learn tech tools for projects.#flippedPD #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Hey #edtechchat - come join Steven Anderson
(@web20classroom) as he co-moderates #edtechchat next week!
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@mmreesescott love the idea, do you get a good turnout? #edtechchat
RT @Learn21Tech: @elanaleoni yes we have our @EllisGeekSquad - fully
student lead and desk has coverage most hours of the day #edtechchat
Indeed! “@thomascmurray: A4: I'll take vision, passion, skill, and drive over
a certificate on the wall any day. #edtechchat”
@MaryAnnReilly Technology and online help is so much better, it's really
the PD of WHAT to do with technology that's so impt!!! #edtechchat
@CharHarAgain They always think we're a state, so guessing mutual cities
would be fun #edtechchat
all Ts who can enter today's classrooms with confidence understand 21st
C. PD #edtechchat it's individual it's authentic it's continuous
I feel PD needs to focus on student growth or how that student is
performing. They are the focus. #edtechchat
RT @TriciaWheeling: RT @thomascmurray: A4: Ill take vision, passion,
skill, and drive over a certificate on the wall any day. #edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM @SrtaLisa Agree. Sometimes can spark an interest next
thing u know, u the teacher totally excited 2 b in the clsrm. #edtechchat
Being developed is a colonial model. Someone is doing something to you.
Professional learning places "you" is the driver's seat. #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: I know many of u r already aware of this, but here
is what effective PD looks like http://t.co/ULeLzXBI2v #edtechchat
A4: nope. Expose teachers to different websites, apps, and programs for
them to implement as they need in their own classrooms. #edtechchat
Amazing. RT @edtechworkshop: @elanaleoni Check out http://t.
co/aUKBIZfHaz #edtechchat
RT @mwhite_science: A4:Just because you have a license does not make
you a good driver, just a legal one. #edtechchat
A4 more un-conferencing &amp; open the better..the more we tailor 2 a
specific agenda &amp; closed conversation the more we can't impact
#edtechchat
@mmreesescott @CallahanLuke Luke, I think it can be faked, like most
assessments on learning. #edtechchat
@stmbaker so we need at least a combination - some balance between the
two #edtechchat
@KellyMcLynn It varies…This had been the second year, so always
thinking of new ways to keep it "fresh" #edtechchat
@elanaleoni @joemanko has used high school students to conduct PD w
his elem teachers. #edtechchat
@chards74 The purpose should always be student achievement.
#edtechchat
Check with your district insurer - you may qualify for FREE mandated
trainings that can be done online on a Ts own time #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Awesome Cheat Sheet on Google Docs Shortcuts http:
//t.co/h6LiLyuUpb via @zite #edtechchat
Thanks cybraryman - that's where blogs like yours and others are a
godsend! #edtechchat
@thomascmurray I agree! Authentic and organic PD that comes from
teacher needs can be highly effective... #edtechchat
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Hi! Sorry I'm late. #Edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Hey #edtechchat - come join Steven Anderson
(@web20classroom) as he co-moderates #edtechchat next week!
We have had the best year for PD in our school. No mandatory meetings.
We have PLN groups individualized for Ts prof growth. #edtechchat
@chards74 Agreed. Have seen some #edtech folks who obsess over
using any and every tool out there w little focus on why. #edtechchat
@jcbjr Agree that the pedagogy is essential. Imagine context better (jn)
forms need, #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Hey #edtechchat - come join Steven Anderson
(@web20classroom) as he co-moderates #edtechchat next week!
RT @NMHS_Principal: Effective PD provides teachers w/
autonomy/support and is meaningful/applicable #edtechchat
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@chards74 @alicekeeler And to build their confidence. You know you
know something well when you can teach it! #edtechchat
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A1: #edcamp We had an AMAZING
#edcampme here at Waynflete School with @plennig and her crew. The #1
TTT mo…
#edtechchat A4: I think HQT from NCLB is a great example of how a label
fails. WAY TOO MANY great teachers aren't HQT + MANY more vice
versa
Q5: How can various web tools and social media be used for professional
development? #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A4: I'll take vision, passion, skill, and drive over a
certificate on the wall any day. #edtechchat
@LinzBreanne Not everyone is adventurous to just try things. Having a
buddy goes a long way. #edtechchat
Amen! RT @cvanderark: RT @mwhite_science: A4:Just because you have
a license does not make you a good driver, just a legal one. #edtechchat
authentic #edtech PD benefits Ts, Ss and all others as it addresses the
needs of all #edtechchat
RT @cvanderark: RT @mwhite_science: A4:Just because you have a
license does not make you a good driver, just a legal one. #edtechchat
@SrtaLisa @elanaleoni Love this. Our students leading AR Outdoor
Museum, will be coaching others this summer. Highly skilled! #edtechchat
@lconley86 Great if it's Ss (or Ts) learning technology use, NOT experts
trying to teach technology use. #edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM #edtechchat Absolutely! Schools and workplace are
biased towards extroverts...Power of the Introverts - http://t.co/0vMhNgsKIt
RT @thomascmurray: Q5: How can various web tools and social media be
used for professional development? #edtechchat
@mbkudrna Glad you could make it! Welcome! #edtechchat
RT @sjunkins: I've yet to have a student tell me they can't use technology
in class because they haven't received any PD on it. #edtechchat
@alicekeeler @ryanhorne0076 Unfortunately often true. Having the cert
doesn't always translate to mastery. #edtechchat
@mmreesescott thanks for sharing, looking into new ideas for next year
#edtechchat #wdsd7
One "teacher" cannot possibly be an expert in all #edtech. PD must allow
for teachers to share best practices with others #edtechchat
.@chards74 It's about solid hybrid pedagogy that integrates tech as a
means to a pedagogical end #edtechchat
RT @MaineSchoolTech: @KatrinaStevens1 @thomascmurray
#edtechchat A4: Have you ever tallied the hourly rate of PD mass
meetings? Staggering …
@TechTeacherT DC is an easier guess than Lancaster UK - they'd have to
have heard of it first! Tudor history! #edtechchat
@alicekeeler @chards74 @elanaleoni Sometimes I don't know how…no
need to pretend! Often heard in my room, "let's figure out how" #edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM @SrtaLisa Saw happen many times with Ts that plan to
retire, somehow they catch the tech bug and stay extra yes. #edtechchat
@jcbjr @TriciaWheeling @thomascmurray #edtechchat A4: YES! Give me
100 open minded teachers with 0 tech skills over techies with closed mnds
RT @thomascmurray: Q5: How can various web tools and social media be
used for professional development? #edtechchat
RT @jcbjr: @lconley86 Great if its Ss (or Ts) learning technology use, NOT
experts trying to teach technology use. #edtechchat
Certification worked well in the last century. Time to let that way of
maintaining power, die. #edtechchat
RT @iplante: #edtechchat http://t.co/RWhjbX7IuN vote for the chat for a
Bammy!
A5: we tweet during PLCs at #dgslearns. Quick and immediate
collaboration and learning #edtechchat
@alicekeeler @LinzBreanne Having a buddy-- peer coaching-- is a model
often forgotten in developing a clear PD plan #edtechchat
Twitter is the ultimate teacher PD that should be learned and embraced!
#edtechchat
@mandyeellis @thomascmurray No one wants stuff forced on them, one
nice thing of a conference is you choose the session #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Hey #edtechchat - come join Steven Anderson
(@web20classroom) as he co-moderates #edtechchat next week!
RT @thomascmurray: A4: I'll take vision, passion, skill, and drive over a
certificate on the wall any day. #edtechchat
A5, It will take a paradigm shift for those filtering Ts and admins out of
social media sites #edtechchat
RT @MaryAnnReilly: Certification worked well in the last century. Time to
let that way of maintaining power, die. #edtechchat
A5 - if you aren't using Twitter or another SM, lurk on a chat one day. You
will see why they are so powerful #edtechchat
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Don't waste a T's vaulable time with mandates, etc, etc. They can do that
on their own. Check with your district insurer #edtechchat
@thomascmurray A5: so many things to share...hard to answer in 140
characters :) #edtechchat
@thomascmurray Effective PD is personalized, connected, useful,
ongoing, problem-solving, supportive, etc. #edtechchat
RT @ElmerAvellaneda: @thomascmurray it starts at the top! PD cannot be
effective without admin buy in. #edtechchat
Great example. RT @Learn21Tech: @elanaleoni yes we have our
@EllisGeekSquad- student led and has coverage most hours of the day
#edtechchat
@mandyeellis the great part of using tech for PD is you can join late!
Welcome! #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q5: How can various web tools and social media be
used for professional development? #edtechchat
RT @elanaleoni: @chards74 @alicekeeler And to build their confidence.
You know you know something well when you can teach it! #edtechchat
The iPad summit in Atlanta encouraged me to share my learning with my
fellow Ts. I love seeing them embrace tech ideas! #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 10 Minutes on Twitter: Awesome post for educators who
are new to Twitter! #edtechchat #edchat http://t.co/AD7VvJfgta
@MaryAnnReilly Agree, but we also need some sort of portfolio to show
what we can do. #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: There might not be a more powerful PD model than
learning from each other - advances in tech foster this #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q5: How can various web tools and social media be
used for professional development? #edtechchat
Don't leave this #edtechchat early! We'll all be sharing great resources
shortly!!
RT @NMHS_Principal: I know many of u r already aware of this, but here
is what effective PD looks like http://t.co/ULeLzXBI2v #edtechchat
#edtechchat Mogadore Schls guide to tech skills by grade. Good starting
pt for tech integration http://t.co/ueuEZi8IEg #ohedchat
Let's not forget to incorporate "hidden" asset in tech PD- students. Don't
count out their expertise when developing PD plans #edtechchat
#edtechchat A5: The google docs joint notes piece has been great to
demonstrate the "more minds the better" model as has, um, TWITTER
A Tchr w direct experience using a tech tool with Ss that can provide
practical, effective pd to other Ts is more imp than cert #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Don't leave this #edtechchat early! We'll all be
sharing great resources shortly!!
@ajpodchaski I disagree, especially with free online resources, along with
ability to collaborate through mediums like Twitter. #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: There might not be a more powerful PD model than
learning from each other - advances in tech foster this #edtechchat
A5: there is depth in diversity, the more the merrier or the more the more
intelligent! #edtechchat
A5: every teacher should consider being on twitter and building PLN
#edtechchat
RT @MrCsays: A5 - if you aren't using Twitter or another SM, lurk on a
chat one day. You will see why they are so powerful #edtechchat
Love this idea! MT @SrtaLisa @elanaleoni We also use student experts to
teach parents at Tech Nights #edtechchat
A5 = #edtechchat Enough said
A5 twitter is some of the best PD I have had in my teaching career
#edtechchat
A5- love how social media- Pinterest, twitter, Facebook and YouTube have
helped teachers grow. A great new community for PD! #edtechchat
A5: increasing PLN within social media definitely allows authentic PD
#edtechchat
A5: Resource: Utilizing Twitter Chats for Professional Development: http://t.
co/Psi4bv14Eg #edtechchat
#edtechchat
I love running 1/2 day PD as sessions Ts can choose from that are lead by
Ts. Did this with Google suite and Ts wanted more.
@jcbjr I go into the classroom and do a fun tech project w/Ss first. Then
they begin their project while I am still there #works #edtechchat
A5: Protect everyone with the correct #digcit policy, then give them
mentors on using the tools, not just instructions #edtechchat
@Getting_Smart Disaggregation in social media integrated PD is both a
blessing and a curse. #edtechchat
@swpax That why I love the edcamp model. Working on flipping tech PD in
district. Suggested by tech teacher. Figuring logistics.#edtechchat
@mandyeellis I would love to get my Ts tweeting! I'm working on it
#edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: My Flipping PD page http://t.co/rEHyBIKwCG
#edtechchat
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A5: @ckoos1 is using Edmodo to do a book study with teachers at our
school this summer. #edtechchat
oh yeah! RT @thomascmurray: A4: I'll take vision, passion, skill, and drive
over a certificate on the wall any day. #edtechchat
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#edtechchat A5 twitter is blocked for Ts in my district. :(
@MrStaubSTEM @LinzBreanne Teaching can be one of the loneliest jobs,
but we should be connected. #edtechchat #lifelonglearner
@MaineSchoolTech Added to this, I put EVERYTHING online now, so I
can share entire folders of info with whomever wants it. #edtechchat
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MaineSchoolTech

RT @TechTeacherT: A5 = #edtechchat Enough said
I love SM - it has changed my perspective but still give creedance to your
"local, offline" pln. They should be first line #edtechchat
Amen! MT @cvanderark: RT @mwhite_science: Just because you have a
license doesn't make you a good driver, just a legal one. #edtechchat
RT @L_Hilt: Is it Time to Ditch the Phrase ‘21st-Century Teacher?’ via
@mccoyderek http://t.co/lyTIUidPRY #edtechchat #edchat
#edtechchat A5: As for Soc Med, so many schools are on LOCKDOWN
that it isn't an option. I can't assume a school I'm presenting to allows SM

MaryAnnReilly

@s_bearden @ckoos1 can you say more about what you did? #edtechchat
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iplante

Twitter provides open forum for PD, you can find it all! #edtechchat
A5: Yes, but there is a thin line in which tech might be utilized for the sake
of it. It is important to keep it authentic. #edtechchat
I wrote about a personal Twitter success story here http://t.co/0bwj8FdZoQ
#edtechchat
@thomascmurray A5: Been using Google+ communities with MOOCs.
Great tool and easy to use. Key is creating a "community" #edtechchat
@principal64 it's too bad that the filtering still happens! It was one of the
first things I changed #edtechchat
Key to our 1:1 plus BYOD drive is multiple platforms in all schools. All the
same is no way to get ready for this century #edtechchat
A5: Utilizing social media has allowed me to connect with all the #rockstar
educators that take part in #edtechchat !!
@ryanhorne0076 You might want to check out http://t.co/PJXAcXzRBS
too. Similar to Socrative, but has a drawing feature. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A5: Utilizing social media has allowed me to connect
with all the #rockstar educators that take part in #edtechchat !!
RT @thomascmurray: A4: I'll take vision, passion, skill, and drive over a
certificate on the wall any day. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A5: Utilizing social media has allowed me to connect
with all the #rockstar educators that take part in #edtechchat !!
If you haven't done it yet, use your #PLN for tech support. It's likely quicker
than district IT and more reliable than Google #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A5: Utilizing social media has allowed me to connect
with all the #rockstar educators that take part in #edtechchat !!
Q5: How can various web tools and social media be used for professional
development? #edtechchat
A6: Resource: Twitter 101 - from Apple Distinguished Educators (https://t.
co/oWEs4O8lr7) #edtechchat http://t.co/cIxh59zoSO
@Learn21Tech But how to get them there, it is a slow burn. I'm trying to
come up with a system. #edtechchat
#edtechchat #satchat #NJED and many others. I have made many friends
and colleagues that I never knew existed before
@Learn21Tech I know some edus that aren't comfortable w twitter. I tell
them to find a space that works for them. #edtechchat
RT @swpax: A6: Resource: Twitter 101 - from Apple Distinguished
Educators (https://t.co/oWEs4O8lr7) #edtechchat http://t.co/cIxh59zoSO
Our district uses @edmodo for PD. A great place for Ts to share questions,
ideas, info &amp; success stories with each other. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A5: Utilizing social media has allowed me to connect
with all the #rockstar educators that take part in #edtechchat !!
@SrtaLisa @elanaleoni Absolutely. Parents love it. Kids are doing
something authentic and important. Everyone wins. #edtechchat
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@MrStaubSTEM and we need working tools for all to buy in. #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: I know many of u r already aware of this, but here
is what effective PD looks like http://t.co/ULeLzXBI2v #edtechchat
A5: I think teachers are crazy not to utilize all of the free PD available here
on Twitter. #edtechchat
Use blogs, or Edmodo to archive resources &amp; main ideas. Also use
web 2.0 to continue the conversation long after PD is over. #edtechchat
A5 twitter is great for asking questions and getting short answers, and
continuing discussions #edtechchat
A5 Google Docs for collaboration on lesson plans or reflective journals
#edtechchat
@alicekeeler @LinzBreanne Teachers trying to perfect their craft in
isolation are like rowers with one oar. It's a long journey. #edtechchat
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A5: iMovie or other video editing programs can allow teachers to record
and share best practices
#edtechchat
@Getting_Smart @thomascmurray A5 The 20 most useful hashtags in
education: http://t.co/fjTTju0A6q #edtechchat
Share share share...all the good tech tools you find but don't shove them
down someone else's throat! :) Just make available! #edtechchat
A5: SM sites encourage discussion in a casual and 'when I can' format.
Best PD web tools are collaborative. Keep 'em talking! #edtechchat
@ryanhorne0076 @s_bearden Need to keep conversation going. Lead to
more innovation, creativity. #edtechchat
A5: Twitter is my fave PD platform but don't forget Nings, Google Plus,
Edmodo, Linked In, Pinterest, etc! #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A5: Utilizing social media has allowed me to connect
with all the #rockstar educators that take part in #edtechchat
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@premediawine too bad - hope IT "gets it" soon! #edtechchat
A5: Tell your Tech Directors to get out of the way. Unblock the needed
resources for learning!! #edtechchat
We have started a husky chat that happens all day on Tues for our staff. Ts
vote on topic and participate when they can. Gr8 PD #edtechchat
A5 A way to extend the PD. Web tools can allow for the convo to continue
after the meeting is done. #edtechchat
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@beckitharp That looks cool. Thanks for sharing! #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: RT @thomascmurray: Q5: How can various web tools
and social media be used for professional development? #edtechchat
RT @elanaleoni: Differentiated and teacher-driven. PD works when people
own it. #edtechchat
@irasocol Teachers need good PD to successfully pull that off. Challenging
to design for any device. #edtechchat
After last session I wrote:
Dear PLN: You were PCP (Professional-Chat-Phobic) I was, too. Then I
met #edtechchat I drank the Kool Aid.
RT @thomascmurray: Don't leave this #edtechchat early! We'll all be
sharing great resources shortly!!
People like @TeacherCast and @cybraryman1 have made this experience
that much more enjoyable #edtechchat
We are going to use http://t.co/4wSeebj0Jb - Ts take classes on own, get
certified, and district now has record of learning #edtechchat
TRUTH. RT @elanaleoni: Differentiated and teacher-driven. PD works
when people own it. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A5: Tell your Tech Directors to get out of the way.
Unblock the needed resources for learning!! #edtechchat as TD…yes!
Agree! RT @stmbaker: A5: I think teachers are crazy not to utilize all of
the free PD available here on Twitter. #edtechchat
A5. When professional learning is situated as a way of being and
becoming, any tool has potential. #edtechchat
RT @MrCsays: People like @TeacherCast and @cybraryman1 have made
this experience that much more enjoyable #edtechchat
@s_bearden Often overlooked, social media makes it easy to share
confusing material or material thought exemplary to explore. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A5: Tell your Tech Directors to get out of the way.
Unblock the needed resources for learning!! #edtechchat
Our school blog celebrates accomplishments and encourages continued
PD http://t.co/yQmTo0FcNj #edtechchat
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A5: Build a wiki, blog, or web page to house PD material. #Edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A5: Resource: Utilizing Twitter Chats for
Professional Development: http://t.co/Psi4bv14Eg #edtechchat
@spaul6414 @s_bearden And it's a gentle push to get teachers to try the
new tech tools instead of forget about them. #edtechchat
A5 Twitter/G+/Pinterest for PLN and for gathering and sharing resources
#edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A5: Tell your Tech Directors to get out of the way.
Unblock the needed resources for learning!! #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:46:44

#edtechchat invite students to portion of tech pd. let them teach us!
Principal should have twitter with teachers as followers to share PD
opportunities. SM needs to be utilized to make connections #edtechchat
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@mbkudrna Resource warehouse! #edtechchat
A5- Love twitter but I get why a newbie might be uneasy answering Qs.
like we do. Pinterest can be super place for the shy. #edtechchat
A6: resource: Teacher's Challenge @ edublogs: Building a PLN http://t.
co/tB84Dp5Gcq #edtechchat
@mmreesescott That is key, setting up smthng that gets the teachers
talking and collaborating. Harry Wong said steal steal steal #edtechchat
We are using G+ and planning some summer meetings through
G+Hangout feature #edtechchat
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RT @MrStaubSTEM: If you havent done it yet, use PLN for tech support.
Its quicker than district IT and more reliable than Google #edtechchat
#edtechchat A5: I'm also pushing EVERNOTE as a way to get people to
think about "holding tanks" for ideas to be dipped into later.
@ajpodchaski Thanks, the speed of Twitter PD is something. This is my
third experience. Need multiple open windows. Fantastic #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A5: Utilizing social media has allowed me to connect
with all the #rockstar educators that take part in #edtechchat !!
woah, the #edtechchat stream is FAST! I'll have to go back over it later to
catch up all I've missed. Finding great new people to follow too
A5 Twitter/Storify/Blogger for recording PD discussions and reflecting
afterwards #edtechchat
Tech in today's PD shouldn't be an inconvenience but a plan….tech is the
road to today's learning #edtechchat
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we feature our staff in PD videos http://t.co/pj1Tco3VcA #edtechchat
@elanaleoni - Absolutely! Doing 1 on "Growing your PLN" this week w/
@L_Hilt @thenerdyteacher @teachingwthsoul @patrickmlarkin
#edtechchat
@jeffrase Love Google Hangouts for a more personal feel for a follow up.
#edtechchat
yes! @thomascmurray: A5: Utilizing social media has allowed me to
connect with all the #rockstar educators that take part in #edtechchat!
#edtechchat A5: Even something as simple as cloud-based work can be a
game changer for someone relying on a hard drive and just themselves.
#edtechchat a5 I used twitter for my Ss when I was not the expert. Ss
ended up presenting for experts! Increased engagement X 1,000!
RT @thomascmurray: A5: Tell your Tech Directors to get out of the way.
Unblock the needed resources for learning!! #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A5: Utilizing social media has allowed me to connect
with all the #rockstar educators that take part in #edtechchat !!
RT @Learn21Tech: @principal64 it's too bad that the filtering still happens!
It was one of the first things I changed #edtechchat
RT @elanaleoni: I think Google Hangouts have huge PD potential.
#edtechchat
@thomascmurray @elanaleoni @L_Hilt @thenerdyteacher
@teachingwthsoul @patrickmlarkin Huge for follow up as well. #edtechchat
@thomascmurray #edtechchat This is so often the BOEs decisions.
Parents w/fear for kids (legit?) and mistrust of Ts (bummer)
@wellssusan try tweetdeck or hootsuite. Most of the moderators are using
one of those two #edtechchat
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A5 http://t.co/Y5eb1JiOnT for online whiteboard collaboration #edtechchat
@thomascmurray Q5 This #edtechchat is the perfect example of awesome
PD, I'm learning and connecting with pioneers in #education.
@elanaleoni I tell Ts to start by just watching (some of you are watching
me now!!) before they get into posting tweets #edtechchat
Yes! RT @thomascmurray: A5: Tell your Tech Directors to get out of the
way. Unblock the needed resources for learning!! #edtechchat
A5. A key understanding is to recognize that knowledge is composed not in
your head but among the group. #edtechchat
@thomascmurray agreed! We engage our students in their learning. We
need to do the same with our colleagues. #edtechchat
RT @logan_ashlee: @thomascmurray Q5 This #edtechchat is the perfect
example of awesome PD, I'm learning and connecting with pioneers in
#ed…
@thomascmurray When is that? is there a G+ event? @L_Hilt
@thenerdyteacher @teachingwthsoul @patrickmlarkin #edtechchat
@Randy_Matusky So true. But also could be done by Ss in class if
teachers would let learning b student-centered. #edtechchat
@elanaleoni #edtechchat A5: Hangouts have been great. From getting
absent teachers into their classrooms to F2F mtgs with other Tech Intgs
I need to try google hangouts... #dgslearns, that's a new tech goal of mine!
#edtechchat
A5 Utilizing Twitter Chats for Professional Development: http://t.
co/vBTugbEQdt #edtechchat #pd #edchat
A6: Resource: New Way to do Twitter PD from @ASCD http://t.
co/A7i5sW9dU7 #edtechchat
I always luv hearing when Ts say "You would be so proud...I figured this
out on my own" I say...You should be proud of yourself #edtechchat
@Learn21Tech @principal64 My admins have been very open to social
media use. I think they get the power. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A5: Utilizing social media has allowed me to connect
with all the #rockstar educators that take part in #edtechchat !!
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A5: #genioushour gr8 idead to truly infuse tech into PD! #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A5 Utilizing Twitter Chats for Professional
Development: http://t.co/vBTugbEQdt #edtechchat #pd #edchat
Use Smore, Audioboo, bundlenut and educlipper to share resources with
others in SM world! #edtechchat
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RT @swpax: A6: Resource: Twitter 101 - from Apple Distinguished
Educators (https://t.co/oWEs4O8lr7) #edtechchat http://t.co/cIxh59zoSO
Question the premise: in A+ countries, #math classes don't use #edtech,
they use pencil &amp; paper. What's the takeaway? #edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM @LinzBreanne teaching is a craft. Other professionals
develop it on their own time. So should teachers. #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 10 Minutes on Twitter: Awesome post for educators who
are new to Twitter! #edtechchat #edchat http://t.co/AD7VvJfgta
@thomascmurray Add in a willingness to pay the PD forward. Reciprocity
can be good too. #edtechchat
Someone else said it on Twitter tonight, but I cannot remember who-AUPs should be RUPs-- Responsible Use Policies #edtechchat
@KatyGartside It took us by surprise the first #edtechchat too! Well over
1500 tweets!
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@swpax thanks for sharing! #edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 I host a monthly Teacher Collaboration on Tech
meeting with Ts using current web tools. Fun! #edtechchat
@ryanhorne0076 You're welcome! It might work well for younger grades or
to literally "show what you know". #edtechchat
Awesome ----&gt; RT @robert_schuetz: @thomascmurray Add in a
willingness to pay the PD forward. Reciprocity can be good too.
#edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A5: Tell your Tech Directors to get out of the way.
Unblock the needed resources for learning!! #edtechchat
Like to use @edmodo to share new specific examples of ways tech tools
can be used. Teachers more likely to implement that. #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski @Learn21Tech yes! I have tried and tried. Keep the faith!!
#edtechchat
Our PLC time on Wednesday will be focused on how to use twitter for
summer PD... teacher driven! #edtechchat
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@MrCsays Yes..collaboration is the key. #edtechchat
RT @MrStaubSTEM: Someone else said it tonight, but I cannot remember
who-- AUPs should be RUPs-- Responsible Use Policies #edtechchat
My Google Hangouts page http://t.co/zHLO4i5hDk Love our weekly GHO
#edtechchat
@KatyGartside #edtechchat A5: Which is the PERFECT argument for why
it's a great tool! Like a techwiz encyclopedia to consult any time.
RT @NMHS_Principal: I know many of u r already aware of this, but here
is what effective PD looks like http://t.co/ULeLzXBI2v #edtechchat
A6: resource Twittering, not Frittering professional development from
@edutopia http://t.co/wSrolGp7Mm #edtechchat
A5: I cannot imaging any PD that can involve social media any better than
Twitter chats with the follow-up hash tag dialogue. #edtechchat
RT @swpax: A6: resource Twittering, not Frittering professional
development from @edutopia http://t.co/wSrolGp7Mm #edtechchat
Q6: What are some great PD resources and links? Please share!
#edtechchat
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RT if you are a music teacher at #edtechchat. We want to meet you!
@KevinJGrace I usually suggest to newbies to lurk, &amp; when they see
something that they have an interest in, jump in there. #edtechchat
@SrtaLisa @MrStaubSTEM This is my new truth. Build your PLN and
then use it/them #edtechchat
@MaineSchoolTech That remains one of my all time favorite tweets :-)
#edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Q6: What are some great PD resources and links?
Please share! #edtechchat
@NL_MrD Sounds like a great model of teachers sharing their fav tools.
#edtechchat
Many teacher leaders are not pushy enough. It's ok to push the staff a little
to get them to try new things. Pushy with a smile. #edtechchat
I love my weekly webinars with @liveclass20 I learn so much from so many
great Ts. #edtechchat
Monthly tech meetings. How I did it and why they matter. http://t.
co/wYiDgRlYuL #edtechchat
If you aren't flipping your fac meetings, use DropVox and podcasting to get
your message out. #edtechchat
RT @iplante: Twitter is the ultimate teacher PD that should be learned and
embraced! #edtechchat
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@elanaleoni Agreed! I like Google Hangouts. #edtechchat
@lconley86 @DouglasRicketts I will be checking this out. Trying to do this
in my district. Thanks for the resource. #edtechchat
Amen! RT @s_bearden: @MaineSchoolTech That remains one of my all
time favorite tweets :-) #edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM @jpk38 that's what ours is! We changed it this year
#edtechchat
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A6: For information about #CETL - Certified Educational Technology leader
check out @CoSN http://t.co/ZkmVnnS4QV #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 10 Minutes on Twitter: Awesome post for educators who
are new to Twitter! #edtechchat #edchat http://t.co/AD7VvJfgta
@KatrinaStevens1 yea Ts love it because we don't get a lot of PD time.
#edtechchat
@KatePeila - We'll share it on #edtechchat next week. We'll tweet it out
Weds/Thursday too.
A6: resource: methods of archiving tweets from @learnocracy https://t.
co/8mNxF0UG61 #edtechchat
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@NL_MrD Thsi is great! I like! http://t.co/XZb1NSrP9c #edtechchat
A6: http://t.co/Orx3y4d5Sl! Hat tip to @cybraryman1 for this amazing
resource! #edtechchat
Be sure to model appropriate SM use with your students. I'm not ashamed
to show/use my #PLN in the classroom. #edtechchat
@KatyGartside Check out our wiki resources and archives after our
#edtechchat: http://t.co/6o9Lz0JoaM
RT @ajpodchaski: Q6: What are some great PD resources and links?
Please share! #edtechchat
#edtechchat A6: For iPad 1:1 school like us AND for student led tech
support &amp; training model, http://t.co/S0D3YoEKoL and @andycinek
RT @spaul6414: @lconley86 @DouglasRicketts I will be checking this out.
Trying to do this in my district. Tks for the resource. #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:52:19

A6, Teachers Pay Teachers http://t.co/Ozzq2B1bTP #edtechchat
A6: DIY PD Resource Roundup:
http://t.co/zLU0DJWY5O #edtechchat
A6: DIY PD Resource Roundup from Edutopia #edtechchat http://t.
co/q6hK56FZH4
Just spent 2 days with edtechs of #caisct It was invigorating and real for
the needs of Ts and Ss #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A5: Utilizing social media has allowed me to connect
with all the #rockstar educators that take part in #edtechchat !!
Q6: What are some great PD resources and links? Please share!
#edtechchat
A6: Some useful research on effective PD: http://t.co/Z5dn40fwFz &amp;
programs: http://t.co/lq3xUVZsoE FD: I work for @edutopia #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: @KatyGartside Check out our wiki resources and
archives after our #edtechchat: http://t.co/6o9Lz0JoaM
A6: resource: 100 best twitter tools for educators http://t.co/rfySHRVPFL
#edtechchat
@ajpodchaski A6: Suggest investigate Twitter chats, follow the better ones
as you see it, watch for their blogs - own or others. #edtechchat
@MrStaubSTEM This is important. Practice what you teach! Need more of
this! #edtechchat
Educational Twitter Chats Calendar http://t.co/TSUzyKNuc6 via @rmbyrne
#edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Q6: What are some great PD resources and links?
Please share! #edtechchat
Our district established learning community resources http://t.
co/pj1Tco3VcA #dgslearns #edtechchat
A6: Check out the work of Project Red @Project_RED for 1:1 and Project
24 @All4edProject24 for blended learning. #edtechchat
http://t.co/Hwu0tkI4W3 some resources I've put together for staff. Share
feedback please! #Edtechchat
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@KatrinaStevens1 Thanks - I will definitely do that! #edtechchat
Q6 #edtechchat still a spot or two open for passionate, student centered Ts
who want to learn from each other http://t.co/Eumixk4VpZ
I host "Appy Hour", my version of a smackdown. Teacher led and teacher
loved! #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:53:34

A6 Pinterest! Great resources for the classroom #edtechchat
A6: The 20 Most Useful Hashtags in Education: http://t.co/UjfE88MBd6
#edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Q6: What are some great PD resources and links?
Please share! #edtechchat
@NL_MrD I used to have tech lunches with a group of teachers where we
shared our fav apps--learned about great resources. #edtechchat
@Joe_Mazza @bjackermann Or "My way's worked for 20 years. I'm not
changing it." #YesYouAre #edtechchat
#edtechchat A6: Almost everything I find on http://t.co/yZvKE0G4Fm is a
great resource or link to resource, esp. infographics
RT @KatrinaStevens1: @KatyGartside Check out our wiki resources and
archives after our #edtechchat: http://t.co/6o9Lz0JoaM
Not done chatting #edtechchat? Join @burgessdave and me in about 5
minutes for the #tlap chat. Discussing closing out the year in style.
@amyshort2 @rmbyrne Hey, @thomascmurray Do you want to share your
calendar too? #edtechchat
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find what tech your Ts and Ss connect with and build on them #edtechchat
@thomascmurray @elanaleoni @L_Hilt @the nerdy teacher
@teachingwthsoul @patrickmlarkin Google+ coming wrkshp 4 teachers.
#edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A6: The 20 Most Useful Hashtags in Education: http:
//t.co/UjfE88MBd6 #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Q6: What are some great PD resources and links?
Please share! #edtechchat
“@sjunkins: @arneduncan #edtechchat is tonight at 8 PM EST... you
coming, bro? Topic: "Technology Infused Professional Development" love
it!
If you are a #stem educator check on this PD being developed by HP
#stemx #edtechchat http://t.co/fZqDvWBWQJ

5/13/2013 20:54:23

A6: Edmodo communities #edtechchat
A6 #edtechchat Job-Embedded PD for Tech and Inquiry Based Teaching
via @edutopia http://t.co/6m17EEon3f
@thomascmurray A5 make F2F time more valuable flip portions of the PD.
Use social media to stay current &amp; learn from experts. #edtechchat
A6: Check out Edudemic: http://t.co/5zHesDb3lf Great resource for
articles, etc. #edtechchat
RT @iamkesler: Not done chatting #edtechchat? Join @burgessdave and
me in about 5 minutes for the #tlap chat. Discussing closing out the …
@ajpodchaski I'd tried tweet deck, hadn't figured it out, I'll give it a go
again, can see now why I need to #edtechchat
@thomascmurray @michellegaydash Teach teachers they way we talk
about teaching students. Why is this so far behind? #edtechchat
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A6 DIY PD Resource Roundup: http://t.co/8NNnNROebq #edtechchat
A6: Here's a list of a HUGE complication of weekly Twitter chats: http://t.
co/S57vHRcH9P #edtechchat @MrStaubSTEM
PD is what you make of it. If you expect nothing you will get nothing. If
nothing gets put in, nothing will come out #edtechchat

5/13/2013 20:55:15

@Joli_Barker @jpk38 How come? #edtechchat
@ArtesePam I put everything into Google Drive. It makes crossplatform/device use SO easy. #edtechchat
@NMHS_Principal giving choice to staff liberates them 2 learn, your
healthy climate also a huge factor http://t.co/BbDgCbd0s9 #edtechchat
A6 The 20 most useful hashtags in education: http://t.co/fjTTju0A6q
#edtechchat
#edtechchat A6: If you haven't begun to use @MentorMob get thee there
ASAP. This is an amazing resource for me to develop / pursue ideas
@MrStaubSTEM me too- share what you do. Show them how to create
positive online presence, not just what not to do. #edtechchat
@thomascmurray I Totally Agree! Blocking teaches nothing. Need to
rethink filtering. #edtechchat
@thomascmurray You're not still on a train at Dorney, are you? :)
#edtechchat
The resources we have used in flippedPD on my web page http://t.
co/UDskMDZGJ9 I will continue to add staff favorites. #edtechchat
@MrCsays This is great advice for the presenter and the audience.
#edtechchat
A6: Check out THE Journal: http://t.co/4a0QPgeXX3 @THE_Journal for
great EdTech information! #edtechchat
A6: I have used @SimpleK12, Atomic Learning, and Google Apps Training
for PD #edtechchat
A6: i have tried to tailor to my own needs to learn &amp; grow...many
resources out there! #edtechchat
Thanks everyone for the conversation and ideas. Special thanks to the
moderators too. Have a great week and see you next Monday! #edtechchat
RT @MrCsays:PD is what you make of it. If you expect nothing you will get
nothing. If nothing gets put in, nothing will come out #Edtechchat
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A6: Great edtech resource: http://t.co/eZRuwv4wJd #edtechchat
One Size Does Not Fit All for students or teachers: http://t.
co/TCE79RQTKP #edtechchat #edchat
RT @s_bearden: A6: Great edtech resource: http://t.co/eZRuwv4wJd
#edtechchat
A6: resource: google + hangouts 30 ways http://t.co/6bEqQXKgaw from
@edudemic #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A6 #edtechchat Job-Embedded PD for Tech and
Inquiry Based Teaching via @edutopia http://t.co/6m17EEon3f
A6 edmodo has been another way for me to connect with other awesome
educators #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: One Size Does Not Fit All for students or teachers:
http://t.co/TCE79RQTKP #edtechchat #edchat
@MrStaubSTEM I google myself in front of them- we talk about how each
of the things that come up could be interpreted by others #edtechchat
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MaineSchoolTech
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#edtechchat A6: I'm also hugely fond of @Zite and @newsmix which allow
you to create streams / channels about your interests.
RT @spaul6414: @thomascmurray I Totally Agree! Blocking teaches
nothing. Need to rethink filtering. #edtechchat
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@ajpodchaski @SimpleK12 LOVE the blue bunnies! #edtechchat
@swpax 100 best!? Wow, how many average to awful ones must there be!
#edtechchat
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A6 Digital Learning Now: http://t.co/YrYq1TGdBZ #edtechchat
100 best twitter tools for educators http://t.co/RMV5OikYjW #edtechchat
#edtech via @swpax
@iTunesU has numerous PD opportunities. Amazing educators share their
knowledge here for free. #edtechchat
Big learning tonight, the best PD is the kind you seek on your own, whether
through your #PLN, your district, a peer, or Google #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A6: Here's a list of a HUGE complication of weekly
Twitter chats: http://t.co/S57vHRcH9P #edtechchat @MrStaubSTEM
Weekly Twitter Chats http://t.co/K2xQoje7nC via @thomascmurray and
@cevans5095 #edtechchat
Join #edtechchat and Steven Anderson (@web20classroom) will be guest
moderating!
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A6 #edtechchat Job-Embedded PD for Tech and
Inquiry Based Teaching via @edutopia http://t.co/6m17EEon3f
A6 my Professional Learning page http://t.co/kRTmTVDlMc I'm no
@cybraryman1 though. #edtechchat
@msstreicher for sure - I'm helping work on the @ClassroomSalon mini
course with Professor Gunawardena at @SCSatCMU #edtechchat
@premediawine Awesome! Love to c when a T allows Ss to control their
own learning. Student centered. #edtechchat
@MaineSchoolTech Another similar awesome resource for sharing groups
of websites is @edcanvas. Simple to create and share. #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: I know many of u r already aware of this, but here
is what effective PD looks like http://t.co/ULeLzXBI2v #edtechchat
THX @thomascmurray @ajpodchaski for moderating 2night and for
@s_bearden @iplante and @KatrinaStevens1 for holding down the fort
#edtechchat
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@mmreesescott Thanks for joining us on #edtechchat!
RT @ajpodchaski: A6: I have used @SimpleK12, Atomic Learning, and
Google Apps Training for PD #edtechchat
@mwhite_science We do that at our school too! Feature different apps/
resources each session. We've had a great response #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A6: Check out THE Journal: http://t.co/4a0QPgeXX3
@THE_Journal for great EdTech information! #edtechchat
#edtechchat A6: http://t.co/nj1i19FqUt has been great, too, in terms of
almost always valuable info about a wide range of subjects
wow! So many fantastic resources to check out! Thanks so much! What a
great group to learn from tonight! #bestPD #edtechchat
@wellssusan @ajpodchaski I find tweetdeck works well for fast moving
chats like #edtechchat. I love hootsuite, but not for active chats.
RT @ajpodchaski: A6: I have used @SimpleK12, Atomic Learning, and
Google Apps Training for PD #edtechchat
Stepping Up the Backchannel In the Classroom | Langwitches Blog http://t.
co/nNtWmxRTtR #bfccps #edtechchat
RT @mandyeellis: Our district established learning community resources
http://t.co/pj1Tco3VcA #dgslearns #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A6 The 20 most useful hashtags in education: http:
//t.co/fjTTju0A6q #edtechchat
RT @katrinastevens1: A6 The 20 most useful hashtags in education: http:
//t.co/7yCugDjwAM #edtechchat
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Why is teaching teachers the most difficult teaching of all? #edtechchat
@jcbjr For example, Education Week and Edutopia blogs. AND I get good
ideas from business blogs:Switch&amp;Shift, Brainzooming #edtechchat
Inspiring chat. Thx to @katrinastevens1 and @thomascmurray for
moderating #edtechchat.
@KatyGartside I have OVERLOADED my own content on the web, so
when my name is Googled, what I want to show comes up! #edtechchat
Don’t forget the archive from each week can be found on the #edtechchat
wiki at: http://t.co/6o9Lz0JoaM
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s_bearden

PD followed by classroom coaching is key! #edtechchat
@MrCsays @thomascmurray @ajpodchaski @iplante @KatrinaStevens1
It's a team effort! #edtechchat

iplante

thank you to all the participants of #edtechchat
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MrCsays

You are all awesome! Thank you for being in my PLN #edtechchat
#edtechchat A6: And then GOD BLESS @evernote which has been the
single biggest game changer of my PD and PLN. I don't know how I lived
b4!
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KevinJGrace
lconley86

A6-- YouTube is the easiest place to learn quickly what you need to know
in a pinch- #edtechchat
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@KatrinaStevens1 @Simplek12 is a favorite of mine too! #edtechchat
Thanks to everyone for the learning experience tonight and to
@ajpodchaski and @thomascmurray for moderating! Great stuff!
#edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: @MrCsays @thomascmurray @ajpodchaski @iplante
@KatrinaStevens1 It's a team effort! #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: @MrCsays @thomascmurray @ajpodchaski @iplante
@KatrinaStevens1 It's a team effort! #edtechchat
RT @JazzEdNet: RT if you are a music teacher at #edtechchat. We want
to meet you!
7 Habits of Highly Effective Teachers Who Use Technology #edtechchat
http://t.co/d4pII2za4J
@thomascmurray @iamkesler Chris, Tom is amazing. It's awesome how
connected and resourceful we all can be. #edtechchat
Another great night! RT @elanaleoni: Inspiring chat. Thx to
@KatrinaStevens1 and @thomascmurray for moderating #edtechchat.
A6: resource twitter cheat sheet infographic via @sjunkins http://t.
co/vqsgQVz85V&amp;#8221 #edtechchat
RT @MrCsays: You are all awesome! Thank you for being in my PLN
#edtechchat
Thanks for joining this week’s #edtechchat ! Don’t forget to follow your new
connections from tonight!
If you have never played with @TED_ED it's great PD to try it out and
#flipclass or try @ClassroomSalon #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A6: Here's a list of a HUGE complication of weekly
Twitter chats: http://t.co/S57vHRcH9P #edtechchat @MrStaubSTEM
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Don’t forget the archive from each week can be
found on the #edtechchat wiki at: http://t.co/6o9Lz0JoaM
@Joli_Barker @jpk38 Lot of judging. Also, a lot of "I don't need anything
new". You agree? #edtechchat
A6: I use @Adobe eLearning Suite to produce interactive online PD, plus a
crazy number of embeddable resources. #edtechchat
Absolutely! @s_bearden @MrCsays @thomascmurray @ajpodchaski
@iplante It's a team effort! #edtechchat
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msstreicher

Hey #edtechchat What is question 6? Rachelle, here.
@ryanhorne0076, it should be because they have high standards
#edtechchat
Teachtatorship - if you think you have all the answers, youre doing it wrong
#edtechchat
Love #edtechchat &amp; #cdnedchat, but was busy being Mommy tonight.
Looking forward to the archived chats!
Great chat, first time for me tonight. Is there a summary posted?
#edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Don’t forget the archive from each week can be
found on the #edtechchat wiki at: http://t.co/AvbU127SYp
RT @carmen_emints: PD followed by classroom coaching is key!
#edtechchat
@jpk38 @Joli_Barker More dangerours. Why are teachers so ruthless
toward most presenters? #edtechchat
Have a great week PLN! #edtechchat rocks because of YOU. Thank you
for sharing so many transformational resources tonight!
@cvanderark @elanaleoni @thomascmurray Great to see
@Getting_Smart and @edutopia joining our #edtechchat chat!
@ChristinaMLuce Is #edtechchat one now too? I'm a lousy multi chat
chatter.
Thank you to @KatrinaStevens1 and @thomascmurray for moderating!
Great chat. My Monday needed this boost! #edtechchat

ajpodchaski

@jcbjr Archives will be available on http://t.co/0NbRKuRSnN #edtechchat
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cvanderark

Thanks for kicking off my week right #edtechchat
So overwhelming...and awesome at the same time! @thomascmurray: A
list of weekly Twitter chats: http://t.co/DvtecV72Y0 #edtechchat
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@thomascmurray Will the chat be archived? #edtechchat
@cvanderark @elanaleoni @Getting_Smart @edutopia -- I couldn't agree
more @KatrinaStevens1 -- #rockstars in the house at #edtechchat!
Don't forget to follow a friend (or a few). Build your #PLN and keep the PD
going throughout the week! #edtechchat
@spaul6414 @thomascmurray #edtechchat I understand their hesitations,
but outright ban isn't solution.
@MrStaubSTEM It's good for kids to see positive exp! We need to show
them to brand themselves well, but not frighten them off! #edtechchat
@rwootenits @thomascmurray Yes it will be up on http://t.
co/0NbRKuRSnN #edtechchat
Great chat tonight! Check out our #blendedlearning and the teaching
profession infographic http://t.co/bNzo2ZBvrF #edtechchat
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RT @swpax: A6: resource twitter cheat sheet infographic via @sjunkins
http://t.co/vqsgQVz85V&amp;#8221 #edtechchat
@ryanhorne0076 @Joli_Barker #edtechchat. Change is threatening
RT @ajpodchaski: @jcbjr Archives will be available on http://t.
co/0NbRKuRSnN #edtechchat
@principal64 I wish it was. I think a lot of stubbornness. Seen it from the
presenter side and the audience side. #edtechchat
RT @msstreicher: Thank you to @KatrinaStevens1 and @thomascmurray
for moderating! Great chat. My Monday needed this boost! #edtechchat
Don't forget the archive from each week can be found on the #edtechchat
wiki at: http://t.co/0NbRKuRSnN
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